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In subnlltting this proposal, the ~ssion is not only launching the ~st 

far-reaching project of legislative consolidation ever undertaken in a 

field subject to Canntnity 1~. but in doing so on a COrnmunity-~de basis 

it is reviving the tradition of certain ~er States of incorporating 

their cust~ legislation in a single body of rules ~ich serves both as a 

fr~rk for all cust~ activities and as a basis for the relationships 

be~en citizens and traders and the canpetent a·1thorities. 

I. The Unportance of the COde in the attainm!nt of the CUst~ union 

Creation of the ~tnity CUst~ Code constitute& the logical outc~ of a 

policy guideline adopted 25 years ago by the si1: ~er States of that thne 

that the different bodies of national law governing cust~ should not 

snnply be made to converge in a relatively vague manner on the basis of 

~ssion rec~ndations but, on the contrary, that a more mrnbitious 

hannonization progr~ should be embarked upon based on more sound legal 

foundations. ~ early as 1971 in its General progr~ for the 

approxlination of cust~ legislation1, the ~ssion stated that 

consolidation of Ccmwni ty custcxns law "Was the ultimate objective of the 

project and the principal communications on pla1ming2 published in 

subsequent years reaffinned that prospect . 

1 SEC(71) 682 final, 28.4.1971. 

2 - Silnplification progr~ - GOMK75)67 final, 25.2.1975. 

- ~ssion communication on the state of the cust~ union -

GOMK77)210 final, 13.6.1977. 

- MUltiannual progr~ for the attai~nt of the cust~ union -

GOMK79)8 final -OJ No C 84, 31.3.1979. 
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The question of consolidating all customs legislation ~s llnbued ~th 

increasingly tangible political nnportance and nnpact ~th each further 

step taken on the hannonization front. ~enever a proposal on a particular 

sector ~s referred to the European Parli~nt and the Econanric and Social 

Carnrrrlttee those bodies constantly alluded - ever more insistently during 

recent years - to the need to put an end to the multiplicity of legal 

instr~nts concerning customs. 

The creation of a COmmunity CUstoms CQde has, more recently, bee~ an 

ilnnediate priority on account of the following three factors: 

It seemed realistic to adopt a policy of proceeding step-by-step, 

~iting the adoption of the proposals concerning particular sectors of 

customs legislation one after the other until everything had been 

covered since consolidation ~s al~ys vi~d as encompassing Community 

legislation that had been enacted but in a variety of different 

instr~nts. Adoption of the relevant legislation has, in fact, ~de 

considerable progress recently. 

The substantive law contained in the national cust~ codes ~s 

increasingly replaced by Regulations on account of the progress ~de on 

hannonization ~rk at Community level which ~de it all the ITOre 

necessary to rrmke provision for n~, ITOre appropriate arrang~nts. 

The reference in the n~Auticle SA of the Treaty of R~ to Article 28 

of that Treaty emphasises unmnbiguously the linportance of and the part 

to be played by the CUst~ Uriion in thneuen e context of the external 

aspects of the single ~rket. By consolidating the legislation 

applicable in this field, the COmmunity CUst~ CQde will help to ~ke 

the unifonn nature of the rules which govern trade with third countries 

more explicit and enhance their general transparency. 

·-
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II. The content and the general characteristics 

of the Canmni ty Custans Code 

1. In as much as it constitutes Custans union legislation of general 

application, the Code is applicable only to trade be~en the Canmnity 

and third countries. The movement of Cmm.mi ty goods within the 

Cmm.mity, an area ~ich is destined to be removed fran custans control 

in any event with canpletion of the single nmrket, therefore falls 

outside its scope. 

2. By its very nature the Code cannot cover all tHe custans rules and 

~asures applicable to trade be~en the EEC and third countries. Since 

it is the task of the Code to group together in a coherent syst~ the 

general rules, arrangements and procedures applicable to goods 

irrespective of their nature, the ~ole of the tariff policy, deten!Uned 

product by product, is excluded fran it. ~ the ~asures ~ich nmke up 

the tariff policy have all been collected together in a summary 

register, the TARIC, the role of the Code ~11 be to constitute the 

second foundation stone, in its awn field, for the consolidation and 

clarification of the custans rules applicable to trade vnth third 

countries. 

3. The legislative content of the Code consists, essentially, of the 

following: 

(a) the central core, covered by Title rv "Custans-approved treaonent or 

use", contains all the custans instr~nts and procedures of 

econorrric bnportance, predaninant among th~ being the procedure for 

release for free circulation, the Custans Uriion's pivotal concept, 

tied directly to AJticle 10 of the EEC Treaty . 
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(b) the introductory section, covered by Titles I to Ill, deals 

prbnarily~th the treaunent applied to goods ~en they enter the 

cust~ territory of the COmmunity, the definition of that territory 

and of the other basic concepts such as the cust~ tariff of the 

European COmmunities, value for cust~ purposes and the origin of 

goods. 

(c) the last section, Titles V to ~II, groups together, inter alia, all 

the rules governing collection of duties, in particular those 

relating to incurrence of a cust~ debt and pa~nt or, possibly, 

repa~nt of the amount of duty. In addition to the rules ~ich 

apply to the right of appeal in respect of cust~ matters 

(Title V11), this section also contains the procedural rules laid 

dawn for the adoption by the ~ssion of the nnpl~nting 

provisions ~ich are an essential adjunct to the COde, ~thout ~ich 

it vnll not, in fact, became operable. Lastly, AJticle 257 sets out 

a list of the COuncil instr~nts ~ich are replaced by the COde. 

III The objectives pursued in drKWing up the COde 

The objectives pursued in consolidating cust~ legislation are, 

essentially, of a practical nature: 

1. One coherent text to replace a multiplicity of different instr~nts 

The COmmunity CUst~ COde replaces sane two dozen COuncil instr~nts 

adopted during the last 22 years, in certain places ~nded on a number 

of occasions, and still currently in force. 
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Attenpts have hitherto been nmde to resolve the problan of legislative 

instr~nts bejng scattered through a canplete library of Official Journals 

by publishing single vol~ editions containing a canpilation of texts. 

~ver, apart fran the fact that such volumes have no effects in 1~, they 

do not do KWay~th the disadvantages of juxtaposing different texts ~th 

the inevitable constant repetition of provisions and the inconsistencies 

vmich result partly fran their sternmdng fran different eras and partly fran 

the lack of a strictly logical overall concept. 

In contrast, tke benefits of dr~ng up a COde in te~ of rendering the 

subject nmtter consistent nmy be described as folt~: 

artificial canparnnentalization such as that vmich separates the rules 

on cust~ debt, the person liable for pa~nt and entry in the 

accounts, vmich are currently contained in three different COuncil 

instruments, is done away~th; 

although there are s~ eight cust~ procedures, the rules that are 

common to th~ such as those concerning the declaration and release of 

goods (Articles 57-77), official decisions (Articles 7-11) and 

authorizations (Articles 84-89) are dealt ~th once only in respect of 

all of th~; 

the constant repetition of tencrtinological concepts and of the rules 

laying dawn the procedure for adopting bnplernenting provisions contained 

in each Regulation dealing ~th a particular sector is elUninated; 

setting out a particular subject nmtter in its entirety~thin an 

overall structure nmkes it possible to remove the overlapping provisions 

contained in the existing legislation and enables even those readers not 

~11 versed in the subject to obtain the infonnation they require 

rapidly • 
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2. Transparency of the subject matter 

APart fran the effects already alluded to of integrating the different 

subject areas in one text, the CUstans COde, taken AJticle by AJticle, 

cannot sbnply reproduce all the rules contained in the sectoral instr~nts 

that it is to replace. This is because of the fundmmentally different 

approach adopted when tackling a subject fran a sectoral standpoint and 

dealing ~th it in its overall context. Thus, depending upon the 

standpoint adopted, the assessment of what is fund~ntal and what is 

ancillary or more a question of detail may differ considerably. 

The ~ssion has taken the vi~ that the COde must not only contain a 

ntin~ amount of regulatory legislation but that it must also not run the 

risk of being overloaded. Its task of making a legal subject area 

transparent, readable and comprehensible to the highest degree possible 

could be jeopardized if either extr~ ~re adopted. Vflth this in ntind, 

proceeding on the assumption that it ~s possible to transfonn certain 

provisions into bnpl~nting provisions, the rules contained in the 

legislation ~re "regraded" to sane extent. The ~ssion has also taken 

into account the fact that such a transfonnation ~s not al~ys accompanied 

by an effective transfer of competence fran the COuncil to the ~ssion. 

Indeed, as regards value for custans purposes, COmmunity transit or the 

Single DQc~nt, things are largely bound up in international conventions 

which bind the ~ssion as ~11 as the COuncil. Any fund~ntal change 

in these regulations has to be negotiated vnth third countries and 

therefore requires COuncil approval. On the other hand, the transfonnation 

of certain provisions into ilnplernenting provisions ~s a two-~y process. 

Since the criterion applied ~s whether a provision ~s fund~ntal or less 

so, it appeared advisable to transfonn certain ilnpl~nting provisions into 

basic provisions in individual cases such as the exclusion of certain 

elements in detencrrining value for custans purposes (Aiticle 33). 
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In dr~ng up its proposal, the ~ssion also considered. producing a Code 

in the fonn of a n~er of COuncil Regulations to avoid possible 

complications bound up ~th the question of the delegation of p~rs, as an 

alternative to the approach~ereby the different legislative provisions 

are divided into ~ categories: the COde and the bnpl~nting provisions. 

~ver, this idea ~s discarded since it detracts fran the objective of 

transparency~ich is, in fact, dependent on the unitary nature of the 

COde. Nevertheless, an exception to this ~s accepted in the case of 

relief fran cust~ duty (Axticle 181) and for cases ~ere temporary 

nnportation is authorized ~th full relief fran duties (AJticle 139). Both 

cases involve lists of special situations -which have, in part, already 

been "consolidated" in Regulation No 918/83 whose status as rules differs 

quite considerably fran that of the provisions of the COde itself. The 

status of the provisions in question is somewhat special, being at an 

inteDDediate position bevween the tariff and the legislation, and this 

justifies their being contained in a text separate fran the COde. 

3. COnsolidation of existing legislation 

The ~ssion 'WOU.ld have sutmi tted its proposal for a Canmni ty Custans 

COde earlier had it not wished to derive ma.xim.Jm benefit fran the 

advantages ~ich stan fran a consolidation operation, nmooely basing the 

COde essentially on the cust~ legislation already in place. It has 

departed fran this approach only as far as Title V11 is concerned, the 

right of appeal, the only field in~ich the proposal dealing ~th the 

particular subject matter has not yet been adopted by the C0uncil1. The 

establis~nt of a European 1~-enforcanent area in respect of cust~ 

matters cannot be disassociated fran a Qmmni ty Custans Code ~_thout 

calling into question its role as the basic 1~ governing relations be~en 

the cust~ authorities and traders. 

1 In subrndtting this proposal, the ~ssion withdr~ its proposal for a 

Council Directive on the hannonization of provisions laid dawn by 1~, 

regulation or adaUnistrative action concerning the exercise of the right 

of appeal in respect of custans matters (CUM(80)860 final, 9.1.1981). 
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Furthennore, the ~ssion adopted a sanewhat rigorous approach to the 

~rd for ~rd reproduction of the provisions contained in the rules 

relating to the different sectors. It departed fran this approach only in 

so far as it appeared essential to attaining the objectives of consistency 

and transparency and, in a liotited number of cases, in order to r~dy 

certain shortcanings in regard to hannonization. 

In order to facilitate the ~rk to be carried out ~thin the other 

institutions to the greatest extent possible, the ~ssion intends to 

ensure that its proposal is totally transparent by producing a list of the 

"innovations" incorporated in the Code and by providing, as ~rk 

progresses, an aid in the fonn of tables indicating the correlation be~en 

the provisions currently in force and their place in the Code. 

IV. The "innovations" contained in the Code 

1. The proposal laying down a COmmunity CUst~ Code ~kes provision in 

Aiticle 255 for a unifonn type of CarnmUttee procedure for the purpose of 

exercising delegated p~rs in respect of cust~ legislation and tariff 

~tters. In so doing, the ~ssion is adhering to the invitation ~de 

to the Council by the Final Act to the Single European Act, "to give the 

Advisory ~ttee procedureC1)in particular a predaarlnant P,lace in 

the interests of speed and efficiency in the decision-making process, 

for the exercise of the p~rs of hnplementation conferred on the 

~ssionwithin the field of Article 100Aof the EEl:: Treaty." 

(1) ~ich corresponds to Procedure I, set out in Aiticle 2 of the 

COuncil ~cision of 13.7.1987 laying dawn the procedures for the 

exercise of bnpl~nting p~rs conferred on the ~ssion 

(87/373/EEC) -OJ No L 197, 18.7.1987. 
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2. The prearlse has been adopted in the proposal that there are far too nmny 

divergent and unnecessary criteria that dete~ne the tnne at ~ich the 

it~ of charge (nmooely the value and the quantity of the goods and the 

rate of duty) must be taken into account in calculating duties, since 

these factors nmy change over thne. It adopts the guiding principle 

that the decisive tbne is that ~en the cust~ debt is incurred 

(Auticle 211) and that derogations fran this principle must be duly 

justified by the objective of the cust~ procedure in question. 

The consequences by canparison~th the criteria currently applied are 

as follows: 

~ere a cust~ debt is incurred in respect of goods ~ich have been 

hnported temporarily~th full relief fran duties it is the tilDe at 

~i ch the debt "WaS incurred that must be taken in to account in 

calculating the debt and not the tUne at ~ich the goods ~re placed 

under that procedure; 

the time at ~ich the custans debt "Was incurred must also be used in 

respect of goods used for a particular purpose and qualifying for 

favourable tariff treatment; 

~ere, on grounds bound up~th the econanic objective of a given 

procedure, it is necessary to refer to goods initially placed under 

that procedure, the COde provides (Auticle 109(2), 118, 133, 176(2)) 

that the it~ of charge to be taken into account are those 

appertaining to the goods at the tnne at 'Which the debt -was 

incurred. 

3. AJthough it is ~re that, in the past, 'When the rules governing 

particular sectors ~re adopted, certain campraarlses ~re reached after 

a gr'eat deal of discussion, the Omnission feels that in certain cases 

such campraarlses shnply reaffinned circ~tances in 'Which hannonization 

-was lacking. It 'WOuld consider it deplorable if such situations ~re 

perpetuated in the context of the COde. 
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For these reasons the proposed COde does not provide that: 

the right to act as a representative nmy be restricted to one or 

other of the fonns of representationwhich are peDrrrissible under 

civil 1~ (AJticle 6); 

the range of persons potentially liable for pa~nt in accordance 

~th the provisions of AJticles 198-205 nmy be further extended in 

accordance ~th national provisions or be detenatined ~thout regard 

to the individual liability of the persons concerned; 

the principle that no charge nmy be ~de where goods are removed on 

nonnal credit te~ can be called in question (AJticle 222). 

On these grounds also, the proposed COde provides that the circ~tances . 

in which interest nmy be charged are to be defined in a unifonnnmnner 

throughout the COmmunity (AJticle 23~). 

Vflth regard to the principle of non-collection of nnport duties on 

narcotic drugs brought into the COmmunity unl~ully, the ~ssion 

does not call this into question but is doubtful whether it should be 

dealt ~th in the COde, which contains no ~asures applying specifically 

to certain kinds of goods. COnsideration is currently being given to 

whether this question could not be dealt ~th more appropriately in the 

preliallnary provisions of the canbined n~nclature. 

Finally, the ~ssion considers it appropriate to include certain 

provisions intended to bnprove the functioning of the Own Resources 

systan follow1ng the entry into force of COuncil Regulation (EBC, 
Eurataa0 No 1552/89 of 29 N.my 1989 (OJ No L 155 of 7/6/1989) - see 

Auticles 217(3) and 218(4). 

V. The role of the Unplementing provisions to be adopted on the basis of 

the Regulation laying dawn the COde 

In dr~ng up the bnplamenting provisions to be adopted on the basis of 

the COde it is clear that particularly bnportant effects stan fran the 

inter-relationship be~en those provisions and the COde itself. 

• 

--
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Firstly, the ilnpl~nting provisions play a secondary role and they can 

be definitively elaborated only~en the legal frrunewurk ~thin which 

they are to operate is ascertained. 

Secondly, it is inevitable that there vnll be considerable interest in 

the probable content of the hnpl~nting provisions throughout the 

discussions on the Code. 

It is therefore necessary that ~rk at the twu levels rrust, to same 

extent, run in parallel ~th, however, s~ degree of flexibilitv. 

A£ far as linpl~ntation of the Code is concerned, it is clear that this 

is linked de facto ~th the final adoption of the linpl~nting 

provisions and that this must take place sufficiently early to allaw the 

national authorities to ~nd the relevant instructions to their staff 

in good tilDe. 

VI Dr~ up on the basis of Auticles 28, 100A and 113 of the EEC Treaty, 

this proposal for a Regulation requires that the European Parli~nt be 

consulted under the cooperation procedure and that the EconarrUc and 

Social ~ttee be consulted also. 

It ~uld appear advisable to attach to the proposal for a Community 

CUstoms COde the proposal for a Regulation specifying the cases and the 

special conditions under ~ich the temporary ilnportation procedure rrmy 

be used vnth total relief fran ilnport duties. Reference should be ~de 

to the stat~nts rrmde at the end of Section III(2) of this paper vnth 

regard to the grounds ~ich justify subnlltting that proposal in the 

context of the Code. Based on Auticle 113 of the EEC Treaty, the said 

proposal is also subnlltted for their opinion to the European Parlirunent 

and the Econanic and Social ComrrUttee. 
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Proposal for.a 

~9UNCI~ ~EGULATION (EEC) 

establishing the Community Customs Code 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 

and in particular Articles 28, 100 a and 113 thereof, 

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission~ 

In cooperation with the European Parliament/ 

Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee, 

Whereas the Community shall be based upon a customs union; whereas it is 

advisable, in the interests both of Community traders and the customs 

authorities, to assemble in a code the provisions of customs legislation 

that are at present contained in a large number of Community regulations 

and directives; whereas this task is of fundamental importance from the 

standpoint of the large internal market; 

Whereas such a COOJTU'lity Custans Code- <hereinafter .called "the -Code") rwst contain current custans 

legislation; whereas it is, nevertheless, advisable to amend that 

legislation in order to make it more consistent, to simplify it and to 

remedy certain omissions that still exist with a view to adopting complete 

Community legislation in this area; 

Whereas, based on the concept of a single internal market,_ the.:·: . ., . __ 

Code must contain the general rules and procedures which ensure the 

implementation of the tariff and other measures introduced at Comnunity 

level in connection with trade in goods between the Community and third 

countries; whereas it must cover, among other things, the implementation of 

common agricultural and commercial policy measures taking into account the 

necessities of these common policies; 

--

collsvs
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Whereas, in principle, this Code, together with the implementing provisions 

which will supplement it, contains all the customs legislation in force; 

whereas national rules may remain operative only in so far as express 

provision is made to that effect; 

Whereas it would appear advisable to make it clear that this Code is 

applicable without prejudice to specific provisions laid down in other 

fields; whereas such specific rules may exist or be introduced in the 

context, inter alia, of legislation relating to agriculture, statistics, 

commercial policy or own resources; 

Whereas the application of customs legislation is economic in character; 

whereas certain provisions of current customs legislation must be adopted 

to take account of this aspect in order to ensure the requisite degree of 

consistency; whereas the charging of import duties must consequently be 

linked, in general, to the integration of imported goods into the Community 

economy; whereas such integration takes place at the time when use may 

freely be made of such goods; whereas, however, any value added within the 

customs territory of the Community must not be taxed; 

Whereas, in order to secure a balance between the needs of the customs 

authorities in regard to ensuring the correct application of customs 

legislation, on the one hand, and the right of traders to be treated 

fairly, on the other, the said authorities must be granted, inter alia, 

extensive powers of control and the said traders a right of appeal; 

Whereas it is important to guarantee the uniform application of this Code 

and to provide, to that end, for a Community procedure which enables the 

procedures for its implementation to be adopted within a suitable time; 

whereas a Customs Code Committee should be set up in order to ensure close 

and effective cooperation between the Member States and the COmmission in 

this field, 

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
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TITLE I 

General provisions 

Chapter 

Scope and basic definitions 

Article 1 

1. This Code contains the general rules of customs legislation. It shall, 

together with the implementing provisions adopted in accordance with 

Article 255, be applicable to trade between the Communi t y ~-n d_ 

third countries without prejudice to special rules laid down or to be 

laid down in the context of the common agricultural policy and 

provisions laid down in other fields. 

National law shall apply only in so far as Community law so provides. 

2. Save as otherwise provided, customs legislation shall apply to goods 

covered by the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel 

Community, the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community and 

the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community. 

Article 2 

1. Save as otherwise specifically provided, either under conventions or 

customary practices having similar effect or under autonomous 

Conmuni ty measures, customs legislation shall apply uniformly 

throughout the customs territory of the Community. 

2. Certain provisions of customs legislation may also apply outside the 

customs territory of the Community within the framework of either 

legislation governing specific fields or international conventions. 
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Article 3 

1. The customs territory of the Community shall comprise 

- the territory of the Kingdom of Belgium ; 

- the territory of the Kingdom of Denmark, except the Faroe Islands and 

Greenland ; 

- the German territories to which the Treaty establishing the European 

Economic Community applies, except the Island of Heligoland and the 

territory of Busingen (Treaty of 23 November 1964 between the Federal 

Republic of Germany and the Swiss Confederation) ; 

- the territory of the Kingdom of Spain, except the Canary Islands and 

ceuta and Melilla; 

- the territory of the Hellenic Republic; 

- the territory of the French Republic, except overseas territories and 

•collectivites territoriales•; 

- the territory of Ireland; 

- the territory of the Italian Republic, except the municipalities of 

Livigno and Campione d'Italia and the national waters of Lake Lugano 

which are between the bank and the political frontier of the area 

between Ponte Tresa and Porto Ceresio; 

- the territory of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg; 

the territory of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Europe; 

- the territory of the Portuguese Republic; 

- the territory of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland and of the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. 
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2. The customs territory of the Community shall include: 

(a) the territorial and inland maritime waters of seaboard Member 

States, with the exception of waters belonging to those parts of 

such Member States which are not themselves included in the said 

customs territory; 

(b) the airspace of each Member State, with the exception of airspace 

over those parts of Member States' territory which are not 

themselves included in the said customs territory. 

3. The following territories shall also form part of the customs territory 

of the Community: 

- the Austrian territories of Jungholz and Mittelberg as defined, 

respectively, in the Treaty of 3 May 1890 and the Treaty of 2 December 

1880, concluded by Germany; 

- the territory of the Principality of Monaco as defined in the Customs 

Convention of 18 May 1963 concluded by France; 

- the territory of the Republic of San Marino as defined in the 

Convention of 31 March 1939 concluded by Italy. 

Article 4 

This Code shall be without prejudice to the arrangements for German 

internal trade within the meaning of the Protocol on German internal 

trade and connected problems. 
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Article 5 

For the purposes of this Code, the following definitions shall apply 

( 1 ) Person means 

- a natural person 

- a legal person ; 

- where the possibility is provided for under the legislation in 

force, an association of persons recognized as having the capacity 

to perform legal acts but lacking the legal status of a legal person. 

(2) Person established in the Community means 

- in the case of a natural person, any person who is normally resident 

there; 

- in the case of a legal person or an association of persons, any 

person that has in the Community its registered office, central 

administration or a permanent business establishment. 

(3) Customs authorities means the authorities responsible for applying 

customs legislation. 

(4) customs office means any office at which the formalities laid down by 

customs legislation may be completed. 
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(5) Dec~sion means any off~cial act by a customs authority g~v~ng a rul~ng 

on a part~cular case, such act having legal .: effects on one or mort 

spec~f~c or identifiable persons. 

(6) Customs status means the status of goods as Community or 

non-Community goods. 

(7) Community goods means goods 

- wholly obtained or produced in the customs territory of the 

Community under the conditions referred to in Article 24 and not 

~ncorporat~ng goods imported from countries or terr~tor~es not 

forming part of the customs territory of the Commun~ty; 

~ported from countries or terr~tor~es not form~ng part of the 

customs territory of the Community which havE: been released for free 

circulation ; 

obta~ned or produced in the customs terri tory of the Commun~ ty, 

either from goods referred to in the second indent alone or from 

goods referred to in the first and second ~ndents. 

(8) Non-Community goods means goods other than those referred to in 

subparagraph (7). 

Without prejudice to Art~cle 163, Community goods shall lose their 

status as such when they are exported from the customs territory of 

the Community; 

( 9) Customs debt means the obligation on a person to pay the amount of 

the import duties ( custans debt on importation) or export duties 

{customs debt on exportation) legally owed in respect of specific 

goods. 
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(10) Impart duties means 

customs duties and charges having an effect equivalent to customs 

duties payable on the importation of goods ; 

- agricultural levies and other import charges introduced under the 

common agricul~ural policy or under the specific arrangements 

applicable to certain goods resulting from the processing of 

agricultural products. 

(11) Expert duties means 

- customs duties and charges having an effect equivalent to customs 

duties payable on the exportation of goods ; 

- agricultural levies and other export charges laid down under the 

common agricultural policy or under the specific arrangements 

applicable to certain goods resulting from the processing of 

agricultural products. 

( 1 2) Debtor means any person liable for payment of a customs debt, with 

the exception of guarantors. 

(13) Supervision by the customs authorities means action taken in general 

by those authorities with a view to ensuring that customs legislation 

and, where appropriate, other provisions applicable to goods subject 

to customs supervision are observed. 
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(14) Control by the customs authorities means the performance of specific 

acts such as examining goods, verifying the existence and authenticity 

of documents, examining the accounts of undertakings and other 

records, checking means of transport, checking persons and carrying 

out official inquiries and other similar acts with a view to ensuring 

that customs legislation and, where appropriate, other provisions 

app~icable to goods subject to customs supervision are observed. 

(15) Customs-approved treatment or use of goods means 

(a) the placing of goods under a customs procedure 

(b) their entry into a free zone or free warehouse 

(c) their reexportation from the customs territory of the Conununity 

(d) their destruction i 

(e) their abandonment. 

(16) Customs procedure means 

(a) release for free circulation 

(b) transit 

(c) customs warehousing 

(d) inward processing ; 

(e) processing under customs control 

(f) temporary admission . I 

(g) outward processing 

(h) exportation. 
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( 17 ) Customs declaration means the act whereby a person indicates in the 

prescribed. form and manner the wish to place goods under a given 

customs procedure. 

(18) Declarant means the person making the customs declaration in his own 

name or the person in whose name a customs declaration is made. 

( 19) Release of goods means the act whereby the customs authorities make 

goods available to a specific person for the purposes stipulated by 

the customs procedure under which they are placed. 

(20) Holder of the procedure means the declarant or the person to whom the 

rights and obligations of the declarant in respect of a customs 

procedure have been transferred. This person is referred to as the 

principal in the context of the Community transit procedure and as the 

depositor in the context of the customs warehousing procedure. 

{21) Holder of the authorization means the person to whom an apthorization 

has been granted. 

(22) Provisions 

provisions; 

in force means Community provisions or national 

(23) Procedure of the Committee means the procedure provided for in 

Article 255. 
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Chapter 2 

Sundry general provisions relating in particular to the 

rights and obligations of persons with regard to 

customs legislation 

Section 1 Right of representation 

Article 6 

1. Subject to Article 62 and the provisions adopted within the framework of 

Title VII Chapter 3, any person may appoint a representative in his 

dealings with the customs authorities to perform the acts and 

formalities laid down by customs legislation. 

2. Such representation may be : 

direct, in which case the repesentative shall act in the name of and 

on behalf of another person, or 

indirect, in which ~ase the representative shall act in his own name 

but on behalf of another person. 

3. Save in the cases referred to in Article 62(2}(b) and (3), a 

representative must be established within the Community. 

4. A representative must state that he is acting on behalf of the person 

represented, specify whether the representation is direct or indirect 

and be empowered to act as a representative. 

A person who fails to state that he is acting in the name of or on 

behalf of another person or who states that he is acting in the name of 

or on behalf of another person without being empowered to do so shall be 

deemed to be acting in his own name and on his own behalf. 
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5. The customs authorities may require any person stating that he is acting 

in the name of or on behalf of another person to produce evidence of his 

powers to act as a representative. 

Section 2 Decisions 

Article 7 

1. Where a person requests that the customs authorities take a decision 

relating to the application of customs legislation, that person shall 

supply all the information and documents required by those authorities 

in order to take a decision. 

2. Such decision shall be taken at the earliest opportunity. 

Where a request for a decision is made in writing, the decision shall be 

taken within a period of three months from the date on which the said 

request is received by the customs authorities. 

However, that period may be exceeded where the customs authorities are 

unable to respect it. In that case, those authorities shall so inform 

the applicant before the expiry of the three-month period, stating the 

grounds which justify exceeding it and indicating the further period of 

time which they consider necessary in order to rule on the request. 

--
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3. Decisions adopted by the customs authorities in writing which either 

reject requests or are detrimental to the persons to whom they are 

addressed shall set out the grounds on which they are based. They shall 

refer to the right of appeal provided for in Article 241(1). 

4. Provision may be made for the first sentence of paragraph 3 to apply 

likewise to other decisions. 

Article 8 

Save in the cases provided for in the second subparagraph of Article 243, 

decisions adopted shall be immediately enforceable by the customs 

authorities. 

Article 9 

1. A decision shall be void if 

(a) it clearly has no legal basis; or 

(b) it was issued by an authority which was obviously not competent to 

do so. 

2. Any person who was notified of the decision shall be informed that it is 

void as soon as that fact is established by the customs authorities. 

3. A decision which is void shall have no legal force. 
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Article 10 

1. A decision shall be annulled if it was issued 

(a) on the basis of incorrect or incomplete information and 

- the applicant knew or should reasonably have known that the 

information was incorrect or incomplete, and 

- such decision could not have been taken on the basis of correct or 

complete information ; 

(b) by a customs authority which was not competent to do so and the 

applicant was aware or should reasonably have been aware of that 

fact. 

2. The persons to whom the decision was addressed shall be notified of its 

annulment. 

3. Annulment shall take effect from the date on which the annulled decision 

was taken. 

Article 11 

1. A decision shall be revoked or amended where, in cases other than those 

referred to in Article 10, one or more of the conditions laid down for 

its issue were not or are no longer fulfilled. 
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2. A decision may be revoked where the person to whom it is addressed fails 

to fulfil an obligation imposed on him under that decision. 

3. A decision may be revoked or amended in so far as it is no longer 

economically justified. 

4. The person to whom the decision is addressed shall be notified of its 

revocation or amendment. 

5. The revocation or amendment of the decision shall take effect from the 

date of notification. However, in exceptional cases where the legitimate 

interests of the person to whom the decision is addressed so require, 

the customs authorities may defer the date when revocation or amendment 

takes effect. 

Section 3 Information 

Article 12 

1. Any interested person may request from the customs authorities 

information concerning the application of customs legislation. 

Such a request may be refused where it is not based on a commercial 

transaction actually envisaged. 

2. The information shall be supplied to the applicant free of charge. 

However, where costs are incurred by the customs authorities, the 

applicant may be charged the relevant amount. 



Article 13 

1. In cases where tariff information is supplied in writing pursuant to 

rules laid down in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. such 

information shall be binding. 

The holder of such information may request, when customs formalities are 

completed in respect of goods, that those goods be classified under the 

customs nomenclature in conformity with the said information. 

2. Binding information shall be valid for a period of six years. 

3. Binding information shall be void where it was supplied on the basis of 

inaccurate or incomplete information provided by the holder. 

4. Binding information shall cease to be valid 

(a) where a Regulation is adopted and the information is incOIIlplltible 

with the law laid down thereby; 

(b) where it becomes incompatible with the interpretation adopted and 

published at Community level 

(c) where the holder is notified of its revocation or amendment. 

5. In the cases referred to in subparagraphs (b) and (c) of paragraph 4 the 

holder may seek application of that information in accordance with the 

second subparagraph of (1) above for a period of six months after such 

notification or publication in so far as he has concluded fiJ:m and 

definitive contracts in respect of the goods concerned on the basis of 

that binding information. 
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Provisions adopted in accordance with the procedure of the Committee may 

restrict this right for the purposes of common commercial or 

agricultural policy measures. 

The preceding subparagraphs shall also apply in the cases referred to in 

paragraph 4(a), where the relevant provisions so provide. 

Section 4 Other provisions 

Article 14 

The customs authorities may, in accordance with the conditions laid down by 

the provisions in force, carry out all the controls they deem necessary to 

ensure that customs legislation is correctly applied. 

Such controls may cover, inter alia, goods subject to customs supervision. 

Persons who hold or are likely to hold goods subject to customs supervision 

shall, in particular, submit to the controls referred to in the first 

subparagraph. 

Article 15 

For the purposes of applying custans legislation, any person directly or 

indirectly involved in the operations concerned for the purposes of trade 

in goods shall provide the customs authorities with all the requisite 

documents, information and assistance at their request and by any time 

limit prescribed. 
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Article 16 

All information which is by nature confidential or which is provided on a 

confidential basis shall be covered by the obligation of professional 

secrecy. It shall not be disclosed by the customs authorities to persons 

other than those within the institutions of the Community or the Member 

States whose duties require them to have knowledge thereof without the 

express permission of the person or authority providing it, except where the 

customs authorities may be obliged to do so pursuant to the provisions in 

force or in connection with legal proceedings. 

Article 17 

The persons concerned shall keep the documents relating to operations 

referred to in Article 15 for a .period of at least three calendar years, 

irrespective of the medium used. That period shall run as follows : 

(a) in the case of goods released for free circulation in circumstances 

other than those referred to in (b) or goods declared for export, 

from the end of the year in which the declarations for release for 

free circulation or export are accepted ; 

(b) in the case of goods released for free circulation at a reduced or 

zero rate of import duty on account of their end-use, from the end 

of the year in which they cease to be subject to customs 

supervision; 

(c) in the case of goods placed under another customs procedure, from 

the end of the year in which the customs procedure concerned is 

canpleted. 

Where a check carried out in respect of a customs debt shows that the 

relevant entry in the accounts has to be corrected, the documents shall be 

kept beyond the time limit provided for in the first paragraph for a period 

sufficient to permit the correction to be made and monitored. 
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Article 18 

Where a period, date or time limit is laid down pursuant to customs 

legislation for the purpose of applying that legislation, such period shall 

not be extended and such date or time limit shall not be deferred unless 

due specific provision is made in the legislation concerned. 

However, such period may be extended and such date or time limit may be 

deferred where to exceed the period, date or time limit would result not 

only in the person concerned forfeiting a right but also in his being 

subject to a penalty, provided that he supplies evidence that he was unable 

to respect the period, date or time limit as a result of unforseeable 

circumstances or force majeure. 

Article 19 

1. The value of the ecu in national currencies to be applied within the 

framework of customs legislation shall be fixed once a year. The rates 

to be applied shall be those obtaining on the first working day of 

October, with effect from January of the following calendar year. If a 

rate is not available for a particular national currency, the rate to be 

applied for that currency shall be that obtaining on the last day for 

which a rate was published in the Official Journal of the European 

Coumunities. 

2. However, where a change in the bilateral central rate of one or more 

national currencies occurs: 

(a) during a calendar year, the amended rates shall be used for 

converting the ecu into national currencies for the purposes of 

determining the tariff classification of goods and customs duties 

and charges having an equivalent effect. They shall take effect from 

the tenth day after the date on which those rates are available; 
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(b) after the first working day of October, the amended rates shall be 

used for converting the ecu into national currencies for the 

purposes of determining the tariff classification of goods and the 

customs duties and charges having equivalent effect and shall be 

applicable, by way of derogation from paragraph 1, throughout the 

following calendar year, exept where a change in the bilateral 

central rate occurs during that period, in which case the provisions 

of subparagraph (a) shall apply. 

Amended rates means the rates obtaining on the first day after a change 

in the bilateral central rate, where such rates are available for all 

Community currencies. 

-.. 
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TITLE II 

Factors on the basis of which import duties or export duties 

and the other measures prescribed in respect 

of trade in goods are applied 

Chapter 

Customs Tariff of the European Communities and 

tariff classification of goods 

Article 20 

1. Duties legally owed where a customs debt is incurred shall be calculated 

in accordance with the Customs Tariff of the European Communities. 

2. The other measures prescribed by Community provisions governing specific 

fields relating to trade in goods shall, where appropriate, be applied 

according to the tariff classification of those goods. 

3. The Customs Tariff of the European Communities shall comprise 

(a) the combined nomenclature of goods 

(b) any other nomenclature which is wholly or partly based on the 

combined nomenclature or which adds any subdivisions to it, and 

which is established by Community provisions governing specific 

fields with a view to the application of tariff measures relating to 

trade in goods ; 
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(c) the rates and other items of charge normally applicable to goods 

covered by the combined nomenclature as regards 

- customs duties; and, 

- agricultural levies and other import charges laid down under the 

common agricultural policy or under the specific arrangements 

applicable to certain goods resulting from the processing of 

agricultural products ; 

(d) the preferential tariff measures contained in agreements which the 

Community has concluded with certain countries or groups of 

countries and which provide for the granting of preferential tariff 

treatment 

(e) preferential tariff measures adopted unilaterally by the Community 

in respect of certain countries, groups of countries or territories; 

(f) autonomous suspensive measures providing for a reduction in or 

relief from import duties chargeable on certain goods ; 

(g) other tariff measures provided for by other Community legislation. 

4. Without prejudice to the rules on flat-rate charges, the measures 

referred to in paragraph 3(d),. (e) and (f) shall apply instead of those 

provided for in subparagraph (c) where the customs authorities find 

that the goods concerned fulfil the conditions laid down by those 

first-mentioned measures; their application shall not be conditional 

upon the declarant making an express request to that effect. 
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5. Where application of the measures referred to in paragraph 3(d~ (e) and (f) 

is restricted to a certain volume of imports, it shall cease 

(a) in the case of tariff quotas, as soon as the stipulated limit on the 

volume of imports is reached ; 

(b) in the case of tariff ceilings, by ruling of the Commission. 

6. The tariff classification of goods shall be the determination, according 

to the rules in force, of 

(a) the subheading of the combined nomenclature or the subheading of any 

other nomenclature referred to in paragraph 3(b), or 

(b) the subheading of any other nomenclature which is wholly or partly 

based on t·he combined nomenclature or which adds any subdivisions to 

it, and which is established by Community provisions governing 

specific fields with a view to the application of measures other 

than tariff measures relating to trade in goods, 

under which the aforesaid goods are to be classified • 
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Article 21 

1. The favourable tariff treatment from which certain goods may benefit by 

reason of their nature or end-use shall be subject to conditions laid 

down in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. Where an 

authorization is required, Articles 85 and 86 shall apply. 

2. For the purposes of paragraph 1, the expression • favourable tariff 

treatment• means a reduction in or suspension of an import duty as 

referred to in Article 5 ( 10), even within the framework of a tariff 

quota. 

Chapter 2 

Origin of goods 

Section 1 Non-preferential origin 

Article 22 

Articles 23 to 26 define the non-preferential origin of goods for the 

purposes of applying : 

(a) the Customs Tariff of the European Conununities with the exception of 

the measures referred to in Article 20(3)(d) and (e): 

(b) measures other than tariff measures established by Community provisions 

governing specific fields relating to trade in goods. 
-.. 
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Article 23 

1. Goods originating in a country shall be those wholly obtained or 

produced in that country. 

2. Goods whose production involved more than one country shall be deemed to 

originate in the country where they underwent their last, substantial, 

economically justified processing or working in an undertaking equipped 

for that purpose and resulting in the manufacture of a new product or 

representing an important stage of manufacture. 

Article 24 

1. For the purposes of Article 23(1), the expression "goods wholly obtained 

or produced in a country" means : 

(a) mineral products extracted within its territory 

(b) vegetable products harvested therein 

(c) live animals born and raised therein 

(d) products derived from live animals raised therein 
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(e) products of hunting or fishing carried on therein 

(f) products of sea-fishing and other products taken from the sea 

outside th~ territorial waters of any coastal State by vessels 

registered or recorded in the country concerned and flying the flag 

of that country ; 

(g) goods obtained or produced on board factory ships from the products 

referred to in subparagraph (f) originating in that country, 

provided that such factory ships are registered or recorded in that 

country and fly its flag; 

(h) products taken from the seabed or.subsoil beneath the seabed outside 

the territorial sea provided that that country has exclusive rights 

to exploit that seabed or subsoil; 

(i) waste and scrap products derived from manufacturing operations and 

used articles, if they were collected therein and are fit only for 

the recovery of raw materials ; 

(j) goods which are produced therein exclusively from goods .referred to 

in subparagraphs (a) to (i) or from their derivatives, at any stage 

of production. 

2. For the purposes of paragraph the expressions •country• and 

•territory" also cover that country's or territory's territorial sea. 

' 
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Article 25 

Any processing or working in respect of which it is established, or in 

respect of which the facts as ascertained justify the presumption, that its 

sole object was to circumvent the provisions applicable in the Community or 

the Member States to goods from specific countries shall under no 

circumstances be deemed to confer on the goods thus produced the origin of 

the country where it is carried out within the meaning of Article 23(2). 

Article 26 

1. Customs legislation or other Conununity legislation governing specific 

fields may provide that a certificate of origin must be produced as 

proof of the origin of goods. 

2. Notwithstanding the production of a certificate of origin, the customs 

authorities may, in the event of serious doubts, require any additional 

proof to ensure that the indication of origin does comply with the rules 

laid down by the relevant Community legislation. 



Section 2 Preferential origin of goods 

Article 27 

The rules on preferential origin shall lay down the conditions governing 

acquisition of origin which goods must fulfil in order to benefit from the 

measures referred to in Article 20(3)(d) or {e). 

Those rules shall 

(a) in the case of goods covered by the agreements referred to in Article 

20(3)(d), be determined in those agreements ; 

(b) in the case of goods benefiting from the preferential tariff measures 

referred to in Article 20(3)(e), be determined in accordance with the 

procedure of the Committee. 
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Chapter 3 

Value of goods for customs purposes 

Article 28 

The provisions of this Chapter shall determine the customs value for the 

purpose of applying the Customs Tariff of the European Communities and 

non-tariff measures laid down by Community provisions governing specific 

fields relating to trade in goods. 

Article 29 

1. The customs value of imported goods shall be the transaction value, that 

is, the price actually paid or payable for the goods when sold for 

export to the customs territory of the Community, adjusted, where 

necessary, in accordance with Articles 32 and 33, provided : 
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(a) that there are no restrictions as to the disposal or use of the 

goods by the buyer, other than restrictions which : 

- are imposed or required by law or by the public authorities in the 

Conanunity, 

- limit the geographical area in which the goods may be resold, or 

- do not substantially affect the value of the goods 

(b) that the sale or price is not subject to some condition or 

consideration for which a value cannot be determined with respect to 

the goods being valued : 

{c) that no part of the proceeds of any subsequent resale, disposal or 

use of the goods by the buyer will accrue directly or indirectly to 

the seller, unless an appropriate adjustment can be made in 

accordance with Article 32: and 

(d) that the buyer and seller are not related, or, where the buyer and 

seller are related, that that transaction value is acceptable for 

customs purposes under paragraph 2. 

• 

• 
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2. (a) In determining whether the transaction value is acceptable for the 

purposes of paragraph 1, the fact that the buyer and the seller are 

related shall not in itself be sufficient grounds for regarding the 

transaction value as unacceptable. Where necessary, the 

circumstances surrounding the sale shall be examined and the 

transaction value shall be accepted provided that the relationship 

did not influence the price. If, in the light of information 

provided by the declarant or otherwise, the customs authorities have 

grounds for considering that the relationship influenced the price, 

they shall communicate their grounds to the declarant and he shall 

be given a reasonable opportunity to respond. If the declarant so 

requests, the communication of the grounds shall be in writing. 

(b) In a sale between related persons, the transaction value shall be 

accepted and the goods valued in accordance with paragraph 

where the declarant demonstrates that such value closely 

approximates to one of the following occurring at or at about the 

s~et~e: 

(i) the transaction value in sales, between buyers and sellers who 

are not related, of identical or similar goods for export to 

the Community ; 

(ii) the customs value of identical or similar goods, as determined 

under Article 30(2)(c); 

(iii) the customs value of identical or similar goods, as determined 

under Article 30(2)(d). 



In applying the foregoing criteria, due account shall be taken of 

demonstrated differences in commercial levels, quantity levels, the 

elements enumerated in Article 32 and costs borne by the seller in 

sales in which he and the buyer are not related and where such costs 

are not borne by the seller in sales in which he and the buyer are 

related. 

(c) The criteria set out in subparagraph (b) shall be used at the 

initiative of the declarant and only for purposes of comparison. 

Substitute values shall not be established under the said 

subparagraph. 

3. (a) The price actually paid or payable shall be the total payment made 

or to be made by the buyer to or for the benefit of the seller for 

the imported goods and shall include all payments made or to be made 

as a condition of sale of the imported goods J:>Y the buyer to the 

seller or by the buyer to a third party to satisfy an obligation of 

the seller. The payment need not necessarily take the form of a 

transfer of money. Payment may be made by way of letters of credit 

or negotiable instruments and may be made directly or indirectly. 



(b) Activities, including marketing activities, undertaken by the buyer 

on his own account, other than those for which an adjustment is 

provided in Article 32, shall not be deemed to constitute indirect 

payment to the seller, even though they might be regarded as of 

benefit to the seller or have been undertaken by agreement with the 

seller, and their cost shall not be_ added to the price actually paid 

or payable in determining the customs value of imported goods. 

Article 30 

1. Where the customs value cannot be determined under Article 29, it shall 

be determined by proceeding sequentially through subparagraphs (a), (b), 

(c) and (d) of paragraph 2 to the first subparagraph under which it can 

be determined, subject to the proviso that the order of application of 

subparagraphs (c) and (d) shall be reversed if the declarant so 

requests1 it is only where such value cannot be determined under a 

particular subparagraph that the provisions of the next subparagraph in 

a sequence established by virtue of this paragraph may be applied. 

2. The customs value as determined under this Article shall be: 

(a) the transaction value of identical goods sold for export to the 

Community and exported at or at about the same time as the goods 

being valued ; 

(b) the transaction value of similar goods sold for export to the 

Conmunity and exported at or at about the same time as the goods 

being vai.ued1 



(c) the value based on the unit price at which the imported goods or 

identical or similar imported goods are sold within the Community in 

the greatest aggregate quantity to persons not related to the 

sellers ; 

(d) the computed value, consisting of the sum of 

- the cost or value of materials and manufacturing or other 

processes employed in producing the imported goods; 

- an amount for profit and overheads equal to that usually reflected 

in sales of goods of the same class or kind as the goods being 

valued and made by producers in the country of exportation for 

export to the Commun1ty ; 

- the cost or value of the items referred to in Art1cle 32(1)(e). 
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3. Any further conditions and rules for the application of paragraph 2 

above shall be determined in accordance with the procedure of the 

COmmittee. 

Article 31 

1. Where the customs value of goods cannot be determined under Articles 29 

or 30, it shall be determined, on the basis of data available in the 

community, using reasonable means consistent with the principles and 

general provisions of 

- the Agreement on Implementation of Article VII of the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Tradej 

- Article VII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ; 

- the provisions of this Chapter. 

2. No customs value shall be determined under paragraph 1 on the basis of 

(a) the selling price in the Community of goods produced in the 

COIIInuni ty ; 

(b) a system which provides for the acceptance for customs purposes of 

the higher of two alternative values ; 
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(c) the price of goods on the domestic market of the country of 

exportation ; 

(d) the cost of production, other than computed values which have been 

determined for identical or similar goods in accordance with Article 

30(2) (d) ; 

(e) prices for export to a country not forming part of the customs 

territory of the Community 

(f) minimum customs values; or 

(g) arbitrary or fictitious values. 

Article 32 

1. In determining the customs value under Article 29, there shall be added 

to the price actually paid or payable for the imported goods : 

(a) the following items, to the extent that they are borne. by the buyer 

but are not included in the price actually paid or payable for the 

goods : 

·-
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(i) commissions and brokerage, except buying commissions, 

( ii) the cost of containers which are treated as being one, for 

customs purposes, with the goods in question, 

(iii)the cost of packing, whether for labour or materials 

(b) the value, apportioned as appropriate, of the following goods and 

services where supplied directly or indirectly by the buyer free of 

charge or at reduced cost for use in connection with the production 

and sale for export of the imported goods, to the extent that such 

value has not been included in the price actually paid or payable : 

(i) materials, components, parts and similar items incorporated in 

the imported goods, 

(ii) tools, dies, moulds and similar items used in the production of 

the imported goods, 

(iii)materials consumed in the production of the imported goods, 

(iv) engineering, development, artwork, design work, and plans and 

sketches undertaken elsewhere than in the Community and 

necessary for the production of the imported goods ; 

(c) royalties and licence fees related to the goods being valued that 

the buyer must pay, either directly or indirectly, as a condition of 

sale of the goods being valued, to the extent that such royalties 

and fees are not included in the price actually paid or payable ; 
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(d) the value of any part of the proceeds of any subsequent resale, 

disposal or use of the imported goods that accrues directly or 

indirectly to the seller 

(e) (i) the cost of transport and insurance of the imported goods, and 

(ii) loading and handling charges associated with the transport of 

the imported goods 

to the place at which the goods enter the customs territory 

of the Community. 

2. Additions to the price actually paid or payable shall be made under this 

Article only on the basis of objective and quantifiable data. 

3. No additions shall be made to the price actually paid or payable in 

determining the customs value except as provided in this Article. 

4. In this Article, the term "buying commissions" means fees paid by an 

importer to his agent for the service of representing him in the 

purchase of the goods being valued. 
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5. Notwithstanding paragraph 1(c) 

(a) charges for the right to reproduce the imported goods in the 

Community shall not be added to the price actually paid or payable 

for the imported goods in determining the customs valueJ and 

(b) payments made by the buyer for the right to distribute or resell the 

imported goods shall not be added to the price actually paid or 

payable for the imported goods if such payments are not a condition 

of the sale for export to the Community of the goods. 

Article 33 

1. Provided that they are distinguished from the price actually paid or 

payable, the following shall not be included in the customs value : 

(a) charges for the transport of goods after their arrival at the point 

of entry into the customs territory of the Community ; 

(b) charges for construction, erection, assembly, maintenance or 

technical assistance, undertaken after importation on imported goods 

such as industrial plant, machinery or equipment ; 

(c) charges for interest under a financing arrangement entered into by 

the buyer and relating to the purchase of imported goods, 

irrespective of whether the finance is provided by the seller or 

another person, provided that the financing arrangement has been 

made in writing and where required, the buyer can demonstrate that : 

- such goods are <- ·=tually sold at the price declared as the price 

actually paid or ?&yable, and 
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- the claimed rate of interest does not exceed the level for such 

transactions prevailing in the country where, and at the time 

when, the finance was provided. 

(d) charges for the right to reproduce imported goods in the Community: 

(e) buying commissions; 

(f) import duties or other charges payable in the Community on account 

of the import or sale of goods. 

Article 34 

Specific rules may be laid down in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee to determine the customs value of carrier media for use in data 

processing equipment and bearing data or instructions. 

--
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Article 35 

_ Where factors used to determine the value for customs purposes of goods 

are expressed in a currency other than that of the Member State where 

the valuation is made, the rate of exchange to be used shall be that 

duly published by the competent authorities of the Member State 

concerned. 

such rate shall reflect as effectively as possible the current value of 

such currency in commercial transactions in terms of the currency of 

such Member State and shall apply during such period as may be 

determined in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

Where such a rate does not exist, the rate of exchange to be used shall 

be determined in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

Article 36 

1. The provisions of this chapter shall be without prejudice to 

the specific provisions regarding the determination of the value for 

custans purposes of goods released for free circulation after being 

assigned a different customs-approved treatment or use. 

2. By way of derogation from Articles 29, 30 and 31, the customs value of 

perishable goods usually delivered on consignment may, at the request of 

the declarant, be determined under simplified procedures drawn up by the 

Commission for the whole community in accordance with the procedure of 

the Conunittee. 
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TITLE III 

Provisions applicable to goods brought into the customs territory 

of the Community until they are assigned a customs-approved 

treatment or use 

Chapter 

Entry of goods into the customs territory of the Community 

Article 37 

1. Goods brought into the customs territory of the Community shall, from 

the time of their entry, be subject to customs supervision. 

2. They shall remain under such supervision 

(a) in the case of non-Community goods and without prejudice to Article 

81(1), until their customs status is changed, they enter a free zone 

or free warehouse or they are reexported or destroyed ip accordance 

with Article 180 ; 

(b) in the case of Community good~, until their customs status is 

recognized by the customs authorities. 

3. Goods which have qualified for reliefs pursuant to 

(a) the Vienna Convention of 18 April 1961 on Diplomatic Relations, the 

Vienna Convention of 24 April 1963 on Consular Relations or other 

consular conventions, or the New York Convention of 8 December 1969 

on Special Missions, or 
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(b) international agreements governing the situation of armed forces 

stationed in the territory of a Member State 

and supplied to persons not entitled to benefit from such reliefs under 

those agreements or conventions shall be treated in the same way as 

goods brought into the customs territory of the Community. 

Article 38 

1. Goods brought into the customs territory of the Community shall be 

conveyed by the person bringing them into the Community without delay, 

by the route specified by the customs authorities and in accordance with 

their instructions, if any : 

(a) to the customs office specified by the customs authorities or to any 

other place specified or approved by those authorities; or, 

(b) to a free zone, if the goods are to be brought into that free zone 

direct : 

- by sea or air; or 

by land without passing through another part of the customs 

territory of the Community, where the free zone adjoins the land 

frontier between a Member State and a third country. 

2. Any person who assumes responsibility for the carriage of goods after 

they have been brought into the customs terri tory of the C011111uni ty, 

inter alia as a result of transhipment, shall become responsible for 

compliance with the obligation laid down in paragraph 1. 
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3. Goods which, although still outside the customs territory of the 

Community, may be subject to the control of the customs authority of a 

Member State under the provisions in force, as a result of inter alia 

an agreement concluded between that Member State and a third country, 

shall be treated in the same way as goods brought into the customs 

territory of the Community. 

4. Paragraph 1 (a) shall not preclude implementation of any autonomous or 

contractual provisions in force with respect to tourist traffic, 

frontier traffic or postal traffic, on condition that customs 

supervision and customs control possibilities are not thereby 

jeopardized. 

5. The circumstances and conditions under which paragraphs 1 to 4 and 

Articles 39 to 53 shall not apply to goods which have temporarily left 

the customs territory of the Community while moving between two points 

in the Community by sea or air shall be determined in accordance with 

the procedure of the Committee. 

6. Paragraph shall not apply to goods on board vessels or aircraft 

crossing the territorial sea or airspace of the Member States without 

having as their destination a port or airport situated in those Member 

States. 

Article 39 

1. Where, by reason of unforeseeable circumstances or force majeure, the 

obligation laid down in Article 38 ( 1 ) cannot be complied with, the 

person bound by that obligation or any other person acting in his place 

shall inform the customs authorities of the situation without · delay. 

Where the unforeseeable circumstances or force majeure do not result in 

total loss of the goods, the customs authorities shall also be informed 

of their precise location. 

--

.. -
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2. Where, by reason of unforeseeable circumstances or force majeure, a 

vessel or aircraft covered by Article 38(6) is forced to put into port 

or land temporarily in the customs terri tory of the Conununi ty and the 

obligation laid down in Article · 38 ( 1) cannot be complied with, the 

person bringing the vessel or aircraft into the customs territory of the 

CoDIIluni ty or any other person acting in his place shall inform the 

customs authorities of the situation without delay. 

3. The custans authorities shall determine the measures to be taken in 

order to permit customs supervision of the goods referred to in 

paragraph 1 as well as those on board a vessel or aircraft in the 

circumstances specified in paragraph 2 and to ensure, where appropriate, 

that they are subsequently conveyed to a customs office or other place 

designated or approved by the authorities. 

Chapter 2 

Presentation of goods to customs 

Article 40 

Goods which, pursuant to Article 38(1)(a), arrive at the customs office or 

other place designated or approved by the customs authorities shall be 

presented to customs by the person who brought the goods into the customs 

territory of the Conununity or, if appropriate, by the person who assumes 

responsibility for carriage of the goods following such entry. 
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Presentation of goods to customs shall consist in informing the customs 

authorities, in the requisite manner, that the goods have arrived. 

Article 41 

Article 40 shall not preclude the implementation of rules governing 

specific fields relating to goods 

(a) carried by travellers 

(b) placed under a customs procedure but not presented to customs 

(c) passing through the customs territory of the Community under a special 

transit procedure, determined in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee. 

Article 42 

Goods may, once they have been presented to customs, and with the 

permission of the customs authorities, be examined or samples may be taken, 

in order that they may be assigned a customs-approved treatment or use. 

Such permission shall be granted, on request, to the person authorized to 

assign the goods such treatment or use. 
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Chapter 3 

Summary declaration and unloading of goods 

presented to customs 

Article 43 

Subject to Article 45, goods presented to customs within the meaning of 

Article 40 shall be covered by a summary declaration. 

The summary declaration shall contain the particulars necessary for 

identification of the goods. 

The summary declaration shall be lodged once the goods have been presented 

to custans. The customs authorities may, however, allow a period for 

lodging the declaration which shall not extend beyond the first working day 

following the day on which the goods are presented to customs. 

Article 44 

The summary declaration shall be lodged by 

(a) the person who brought the goods into the customs territory of the 

Community or by any person who assumes responsibility for carriage of 

the goods following such entry and prior to the presentation of the 

goods, or 

(b) the person represented by the persons referred to in subparagraph (a). 
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Article 45 

Without prejudice to the provisions applicable to goods imported by 

travellers and consignments by letter and parcel post, the customs 

authorities may waive the lodging of a summary declaration, on condition 

that this does not jeopardize customs supervision of the goods, where, 

prior to the expiry of the period referred to in Article 43, the said goods 

are declared for a customs procedure, are covered by an application for 

their reexportation, destruction or abandonment or are placed in a free 

zone or free warehouse. 

Article 46 

1. Goods shall be unloaded or transhipped from the means of transport 

carrying them solely with the permission of the customs authorities in 

places designated or approved by those customs authorities. 

However, such permission shall not be required in the event of imminent 

danger necessitating the immediate unloading of all or part of the 

goods. In that case, the customs authorities shall be informed 

accordingly forthwith. 

2. For the purpose of inspecting goods and the means of transport carrying 

them,· the customs authorities may at any time require goods to be 

unloaded. 

.._ 
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Article 47 

Goods shall not be removed from their original position without the 

permission of the customs authorities. 

Chapter 4 

Obligation to assign goods presented to customs a 

customs-approved treatment or use 

Article 48 

Non-Community goods presented to customs shall be assigned 

customs-approved treatment·or use authorized for such non-Community goods. 

Article 49 

a 

1. Where goods are covered by a summary declaration, they must be declared 

for a custans procedure, covered by an application for their 

reexportation, destruction or abandonment or placed in a free zone or 

free warehouse within the periods determined by the customs 

authorities. The said periods shall not exceed : 

(a) forty-five days from the date on which the summary declaration is 

lodged in the case of goods carried by sea; 
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(b) twenty days from the date on which the summary declaration is lodged 

in the case of goods carried otherwise than by sea. 

2. Where circumstances so warrant, the customs authorities may authorize an 

extension of the periods referred to in paragraph 1. 

Such extension shall not, however, exceed the.genuine requirements which 

are justified by the circumstances. 

Chapter 5 

Temporary storage of goods 

Article SO 

Until such time as they are assigned a customs-approved treatment or use, 

goods presented to customs shall, following such presentation, have the 

status of goods in temporary storage. Such goods shall hereinafter be 

described as •goods in temporary storage•. 

Article 51 

1. Goods in temporary storage shall be stored only in places approved by 

the customs authorities under the conditions laid down by those 

authorities. 

...._ 
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2. The customs authorities may require the person holding the goods to 

provide security with a view to ensuring payment of any customs debt 

which may arise under Articles 200 or 201. 

Article 52 

Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 42, goods in temporary 

storage shall be subject only to such forms of handling as are designed to 

ensure their preservation in an unaltered state without modifying their 

appearance or technical characteristics. 

Article 53 

1. The customs authorities shall without delay take all measures necessary, 

including the sale of the goods, to regularize the situation of goods in 

respect of which the formalities necessary for them to be assigned a 

customs-approved treatment or use are not initiated within the periods 

determined in accordance with Article 49. 

2. The customs authorities may, at the risk and expense of the person 

holding them, have the goods in question transferred to a special place, 

which is under their supervision, until the si tuat'ion of the goods is 

regularized • 
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Chapter 6 

Provisions applicable to non-Community goods 

which have moved under a transit procedure 

Article 54 

Article 38, with the exception of paragraph 1(a) thereof, and Articles 39 

to 53 shall not apply when goods already placed under a transit procedure 

are brought into the customs territory of the Community. 

Article 55 

Once non-Community goods which have moved under a transit procedure reach 

their destination in the customs territory of the Community and have been 

presented to customs in accordance with the rules governing transit, the 

provisions of Articles 43 to 54 shall apply. 

c_ 
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Title IV 

Customs-approved treatment or use 

Chapter 

General 

Article 56 

1. Save as otherwise provided, goods may at any time, under the conditions laid 

down, be assigned any customs-approved treatment or use irrespective of their 

nature, quantity, country of origin, consignment or destination. 

2. Paragraph 1 shall not preclude the imposition of prohibitions or restrictions 

justified on grounds of public morality, public policy or public security, 

the protection of health and life of humans, animals or plants, the 

protection of national treasures possessing artistic, historic or 

archaeological value or the protection of industrial and commercial property. 
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Chapter 2 

Customs procedures 

section 1 

Placing of goods under a customs procedure 

Article 57 

1. All goods intended to be placed under a customs procedure shall be covered by 

a declaration for that customs procedure. 

2. Without prejudice to Articles 37 and 175, Community goods declared for an 

export, outward processing, transit or customs warehousing procedure shall be 

subject to customs· supervision from the time of acceptance of the customs 

declaration until such time as they are exported or destroyed or the customs 

declaration is invalidated. 

Article 58 

In so far as customs legislation lays down no rules on the matter, Member States 

shall determine the competence of the various customs offices situated in their 

territory, account being taken, where applicable, of the nature of the goods and 

the customs procedure under which they are to be placed. 

Article 59 

~he customs declaration shall be made 

(a) in writing, or 
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(b) using a data-processing technique where provided.by provisions laid down in 

accordance with the procedure of the Committee or where authorized by the 

customs authorities; or 

(c) by means of an oral declaration or any other act whereby the holder of the 

goods expresses his wish to place them under a customs procedure, where such 

a possibility is provided for by the rules adopted in accordance with the 

procedure of the COmmittee. 

A. Declarations in writing 

I. Normal procedure 

Article 60 

1. Declarations in writing shall be made on a form corresponding to the official 

specimen prescribed for that purpose. They shall contain all the particulars 

necessary for implementation of the provisions governing the customs 

procedure for which the goods are declared. 

2. The declaration shall be accompanied by all the documents required for 

implementation of the provisions governing the customs procedure for which 

the goods are declared. 

Article 61 

Declarations which comply with the conditions laid down in Article 60 shall be 

accepted by the customs authorities immediately provided that the goods to which 

they refer are presented to ·~ustoms • 
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Article 62 

1. A customs declaration may be made by any person who is able to present the 

goods in question or to have them presented to the competent customs 

authority, in accordance with the provisions laid down to that effect, 

together with all the documents which are required to be produced by the 

rules governing the customs procedure requested for those goods. 

2. However, 

(a) where acceptance of a customs declaration imposes particular obligations on 

a specific person, the declaration must be made by that person or on his 

behalf; 

(b) the declarant must be established in the Community. 

However, the condition regarding establishment in the Conununi ty shall not 

apply to persons who : 

- make a declaration for Community transit or temporary importation; 

- declare goods on an occasional basis, provided that the customs 

authorities consider this to be justified. 

3. Paragraph 2(b) shall not preclude the application by the Member States of 

bilateral agreements concluded with third countries, or customary practices 

having similar effect, under which nationals of such countries may make 

customs declarations in the territory of the Member States in question, 

subject to reciprocity. 

.. 
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The declarant may, at his request, be authorized to amend one or more of the 

particulars of the declaration. The amendment shall not have the effect of 

rendering the declaration applicable to goods other than those it originally 

covered. 

However, no amendment shall be permitted where authorization is requested after 

the customs authorities : 

(a) have informed the declarant that they intend to examine the goods; or, 

(b) have established that the particulars in question are incorrect; or, 

(c) have released the goods. 

Article 64 

1. The customs authorities shall, at the request of the declarant, invalidate a 

declaration already accepted where the declarant furnishes proof that goods 

were declared in error- for-the~us~oms- procedure covered by that declaration 

or that, as a result of special circumstances, the placing of the goods under 

the customs procedure for which they were declared is no longer justified. 

Nevertheless, where the customs authorities have informed the declarant of 

their intention to examine the goods, a request for invalidation of the 

declaration shall not be accepted until after the examination has taken 

place. 
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2. The declaration shall not be invalidated after the goods have been released. 

However, 

(a) where goods are declared in error for a customs procedure entailing the 

payment of import duties instead of being placed under another customs 

procedure, the customs authorities shall invalidate the declaration if a 

request to that effect is made within three months of the date of 

acceptance of the declaration provided that : 

any use of the goods has not contravened the conditions of the customs 

procedure under which they should have been placed, 

when the goods were declared, they were intended to be placed under 

another customs procedure, all the requirements of which they 

fulfilled, and 

the goods are immediately entered for the customs procedure for which 

they were actually intended. 

The declaration 

procedure shall 

placing the goods 

take effect from 

invalidated declaration. 

under the 

the date 

last mentioned 

of acceptance 

customs 

of the 

The customs authorities may permit the three-month period to be exceeded 

in duly justified exceptional cases. 
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(b) where the goods have been declared for export or for the outward 

processing procedure, the declaration shall be invalidated provided that 

the declarant : 

provides the customs authorities with evidence that the goods have not 

left the customs territory of the Community, 

returns to the said authorities all copies of the customs declaration, 

together with any other documents issued to him on acceptance of the 

declaration, 

where appropriate, provides the customs authorities with evidence that 

the refunds and other amounts granted on the strength of the export 

declaration for the goods in question have been repaid or that the 

necessary measures have been taken by the departments concerned to 

ensure that they are not paid, and, 

where appropriate, and in accordance with the provisions in force, 

complies with any other obligations laid down by the customs 

authorities to regularize the position of the goods. 

Invalidation of the declaration shall, where appropriate, entail 

cancellation of adjustments made on any export licence or advance-fixing 

certificate presented in support of the declaration. 
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Where the goods declared for export are required to leave the customs 

territory of the Community within a specified period, failure to respect 

that period shall entail invalidation of the relevant declaration. 

( c) where CODmuni ty goods have been placed under the customs warehousing 

procedure within the meaning of Article 95 ( 1) (b), invalidation of the 

declaration relating to that procedure may be requested and effected 

provided that the measures laid down in the relevant legislation 

governing specific fields in respect of failure to comply with the 

treatment or use prescribed have been taken. Cases in which the 

declaration cannot be invalidated may be determined in accordance with 

the procedure of the Committee. 

If, on the expiry of the period laid down for the abovementioned goods to 

remain under the customs warehousing procedure, no application has been 

made for their assignment to a treatment or use provided for in the 

relevant legislation governing specific fields, the customs authorities 

shall take the measures provided for in that legislation. 

3. Invalidation of the declaration shall be without prejudice to the application 

of the penal provisions in force. 

Article 65 

Save as otherwise expressly provided, the date to be used for the purposes of 

all the provisions governing the customs procedure for which the goods are, 

declared shall be the date of acceptance of the declaration by the customs 

authorities. 
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Article 66 

For the purposes of applying the provisions governing the customs procedure in 

question, account shall be taken, where appropriate, of binding information in 

accordance with Article 13. 

Article 67 

The customs authorities may verify declarations which they have accepted. 

For that purpose the customs authorities may 

(a) examine the documents covering the declaration and the documents 

accompanying it. The customs authorities may, where appropriate, require the 

declarant .to present other documeDts for the purpose of verifying the 

accuracy of the particulax:s contained in the declaration; 

(b) examine the goods and take samples for analysis or for detailed examination. 

Article 68 

1 • The declarant shall be entitled to be present when the goods are examined 

and when samples are taken. Where they deem it appropriate, the customs 

authorities shall require the declarant to be present or represented when the 

goods are examined or samples are taken in order to provide them with the 

assistance necessary to facilitate such examination or taking of samples • 
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2. Transport of the goods to the places where they are to be examined and 

samples are to be taken and all the handling necessitated by such examination 

or taking of samples shall be carried out by or under the responsiblity of 

the declarant. The costs incurred shall be borne by the declarant. 

3. Provided that samples are taken in accordance with the provisions in force, 

the customs authorities shall not be liable for payment of any compensation 

in respect thereof but shall bear the costs of their analysis or examination. 

Article 69 

1. Where only part of the goods covered by a declaration are examined, the 

results of the partial examination shall be taken to apply to all the goods 

covered by that declaration. 

However, the declarant may request a fuller examination of the goods if he 

considers that the results of the partial examination are not valid as 

regards the remainder of the goods declared. 

2. For the purposes of paragraph 1, where a declaration form covers two or more 

items, each item shall be deemed to constitute a separate declaration. 

• 
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Article 70 

1. The results of verifying the declaration shall be used for the purposes of 

applying the provisions governing the customs procedure under which the goods 

are placed. 

2. Where the declaration is not verified, the provisions referred to in 

paragraph 1 shall be applied on the basis of the particulars contained in the 

declaration. 

Article 71 

1. The customs authorities shall take the measures necessary to identify the 

goods where identification is required in order to guarantee compliance with 

the conditions governing the customs procedure for which the said goods have 

been declared. 

2. Means of identification affixed to the goods or means of transport shall be 

removed or destroyed only by the customs authorities or with their permission 

unless, as a result of unforeseeable circumstances or force majeure, their 

removal or destruction is essential to ensure the protection of the goods or 

means of transport • 
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Article 72 

1. Without prejudice to Article 73, where the conditions for placing the goods 

under the procedure in question are fulfilled and provided the goods are not 

subject to any prohibitive or restrictive measures, the customs authorities 

shall release the goods as soon as the particulars in the declaration have 

been verified or accepted without verification. The same shall apply where 

such verification cannot be completed within a reasonable period of time and 

the goods are no longer required to be present for verification purposes. 

2. All the goods covered by the same declaration shall be released at the same 

time. 

For the purposes of this paragraph, where a declaration form covers two or 

more items, each item shall be deemed to constitute a separate declaration. 

Article 73 

1. Where acceptance of a customs declaration gives rise to a customs debt, the 

goods covered by the declaration shall not be released unless the customs 

debt has been paid or secured. However, without prejudice to paragraph 2, 

this provision shall not apply to the temporary importation procedure with 

partial relief from import duties. 



2. Where, pursuant to the provisions governing the customs procedure for which 

the goods are declared, the customs authorities require the provision of a 

security, the said goods shall not be released for the customs procedure in 

question until such security is provided. 

Article 74 

Any necessary measures, including sale, shall be taken to deal with goods which: 

(a) cannot be released because 

- it has not been possible to undertake or continue examination of the goods 

within the period prescribed by the customs authorities for reasons 

attributable to the declarant; or, 

- the documents which must be produced before the goods can be placed under 

the customs procedure requested have not been produced; or, 

payments or security which should have been made or provided in respect of 

import duties or export duties, as appropriate, have not been made or 

provided within the period prescribed. 

(b) are not removed within a reasonable period after their release. 
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II. Simplified procedures 

Article 75 

1. In order to simplify completion of formalities and procedures as far as 

possible while ensuring that operations are conducted in a proper manner, the 

customs authorities shall, under the conditions-laid down in accordance with 

the procedure of the Committee, grant permission for : 

(a) the declaration referred to in Article 60 to omit certain of the 

particulars referred to in paragraph 1 of that Article or for some of the 

documents referred to in paragraph 2 of that Article not to be attached 

thereto; 

(b) a commercial or administrative document, accompanied by a request for the 

goods to be placed under the customs procedure in question, to be lodged 

in place of the declaration referred to in Article 60; 

(c) the goods to be entered for the procedure in question by means of an 

entry in ·the records; in this case, the customs authorities may waive the 

requirement that the declarant present the goods to customs. 

The simplified declaration, commercial or administrative document or entry in 

the records must contain at least the particulars necessary for 

identification of the goods. Where the goods are entered in the records, the 

date of such entry must be included. 

2. The declarant shall furnish or insert at a later date the omitted particulars 

or documents in a supplementary declaration. Such suppl~entary declaration 

may be of a general, periodic or recapitulative nature. 
·-
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3. Supplementary declarations and the simplified declarations referred to in 

subparagraphs 1(a), (b) and (c), shall be deemed to constitute a single, 

indivisible instrument taking effect on the date of acceptance of the 

simplified declarations; in the cases referred to in subparagraph 1(c), entry 

in the records shall have the same legal force as acceptance of the 

declaration referred to in Article 60. 

4. Special simplified procedures for the Community transit procedure shall be 

laid down in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

B. Other declarations 

Article 76 

Where the customs declaration is made by means of a data-processing technique, 

oral declaration or any other act within the meaning of Article 59(c), Articles 

60 to 75 shall apply mutatis mutandis without prejudice to the principles set 

out therein. 
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C. Post-clearance examination of declarations 

Article 77 

1. The customs authorities may, on their own initiative or at the request of the 

declarant, revise the declaration after release of the goods. 

2. The customs authorities may, after releasing the goods and in order to 

satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of the particulars contained in the 

declaration, inspect the commercial documents and data relating to the import 

or export operations in respect of the goods concerned or to subsequent 

commercial operations involving those goods. Such inspections may be carried 

out at the premises of the declarant, of any other person directly or 

indirectly involved in the said operations in a business capacity or of any 

other person in possession of the said documents for business purposes. Those 

authorities may also examine the goods where it is still possible for them to 

be presented. 

3. Where revision of the declaration or post-clearance examination indicates 

that the rules governing the customs procedure concerned have been applied on 

the basis of incorrect or incomplete information, the customs authorities 

shall,in accordance with any provisions laid down, take the measures 

necessary to regularize the situation, taking account of the new information 

available to them. 

l 
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Section 2 

Release for free circulation 

Article 78 

Release for free circulation shall confer on non-Conununity goods the custans 

status of Community goods. 

It shall entail application of the commercial policy measures, completion of the 

other formalities laid down in respect of the importation of goods and the 

charging of any duties legally owed. 

Article 79 

1. In derogation from Article 65, provided that the import duty chargeable on 

the goods is one of the duties referred to in the first indent of Article 

5(10) and that the rate of that duty is reduced after the date of acceptance 

of the declaration for release for free circulation but before the goods are 

released, the declarant may request application of the more favourable rate. 

2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply where it is not possible to release the goods for 

reasons attributable to the declarant alone. 



Article 80 

Where a consignment is made up of goods falling within different tariff 

classifications, and dealing with each of those goods in accordance with its 

tariff classification would, as regards drawing up the declaration, entail a 

volume of work and costs disproportionate to the import duties chargeable, 

the customs authorities may, at the request of the declarant, agree that import 

duties be charged on the whole consignment on the basis of the tariff 

classification of the item which is subject to the highest rate of import duty. 

Article 81 

1. iVhere goods are released for free circulation at a reduced or zero rate of 

duty on account of their end-use, they shall remain under customs super

vision as long as the conditions laid down for granting such a reduced or 

zero rate of duty apply, the goods are neither exported nor destroyed and the 

amount of import duties payable as a result of failure to fulfil one of the 

conditions laid down for granting that reduced or zero rate of duty remains 

unpaid. 

2. Articles 87 and 89 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the goods referred to in 

paragraph 1. 

" 
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Article 82 

Goods released for free circulation shall lose their customs status as Community 

goods where : 

(a) the declaration for release for free circulation is invalidated after 

release in accordance with Article 64, or 

(b) the import duties payable on those goods are repaid or remitted : 

- under the inward processing procedure in the form of the drawback system; 

or 

- in respect of defective goods or goods which fail to comply with the terms 

of the contract, pursuant to Article 236; or 

in situations of the type referred to in Article 237 where repayment or 

remission is conditional upon the goods being reexported or being 

assigned an equivalent customs-approved treatment or use. 

This provision shall apply without prejudice to 

- Article 5(8) as regards exported goods; 

- Article 112 ( 3) as regards the system of equivalence under the inward 

processing procedure; and 

-the last subparagraph of Article 203(1) as regards waste. and scrap 

resulting from the destruction of goods referred to in Article 81 in 

respect of which no customs debt on importation is deemed to have been 

incurred. 
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Section 3 

Conditional relief procedures and customs procedures 

with economic impact 

A. Provisions common to several procedures 

Article 83 

1. •conditional relief procedures• means the following procedures when applied 

to non-Community goods : 

external transit 

customs warehousing 

inward processing in the form of the conditional relief procedure 

processing under customs control 

temporary importation. 

2. •customs procedures with economic impact" means 

customs warehousing 

inward processing 

processing under customs control 

temporary importation 

outward processing. 

3. •1mport goods• means goods placed under a conditional relief procedure and 

goods which, under the inward processing procedure in the form of the 

drawback system, have undergone the formalities for release for free 

circulation and the formalities provided for in Article 122. 

4. •Goods in the unaltered state• means import goods which, under the inward 

processing arrangements or the arrangements for processing under custans 

control, have undergone no form of processing. 
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Article 84 

The use of any customs procedure with economic impact, with the exception of the 

customs warehousing procedure, shall be conditional upon authorization being 

granted by the customs authorities. 

The operation of 

authorization being 

themselves. 

a customs warehouse shall 

granted unless undertaken 

Article 85 

be 

by 

conditional 

the customs 

upon such 

authorities 

Without prejudice to the special conditions governing the procedure in question, 

the authorization referred to in Article 84 shall be granted only : 

to persons who offer every guarantee necessary for the proper conduct of the 

operations; 

where the customs authorities can supervise the procedure without having to 

introduce administrative arrangements that are incommensurate with the 

economic requirements involved. 

Article 86 

1. The conditions under which the procedure in question is used or the customs 

warehouse is operated shall be set out in the authorization. 

2. The holder of the authorization shall notify the customs authorities of all 

factors arising after the authorization was granted which may influence its 

continuation or content. 
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Article 87 

Without prejudice to the particular rules laid down within the framework of a 

specific procedure, the customs authorities may make the placing of goods under 

a conditional relief procedure conditional upon the provision of security in 

order to ensure that any customs debt which may be incurred in respect of those 

goods will be paid. 

Article 88 

1. A conditional relief procedure shall end when the goods placed under that 

procedure are assigned a new customs-approved treatment or use. 

2. The customs authorities shall take all the measures necessary to regularize 

the position of goods in respect of which a procedure has not been discharged 

under the conditions prescribed. 
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Article 89 

The rights and obligations of the person on whose behalf the declaration placing 

goods under a procedure with economic impact or a conditional relief procedure 

is made and which derive from that procedure may, on the conditions laid down by 

the customs authorities, be transferred successively to other persons who fulfil 

the conditions laid down, where necessary, in order to benefit from the 

procedure in question. 

B. External community transit procedure 

Article 90 

1. The external Community transit procedure shall allow the movement between two 

points within the customs territory of the Community of : 

(a) non-Community goods, without such goods being subject to import duties 

and other charges or commercial policy measures; 

(b) Community goods which are subject to a Community measure involving their 

export to third countries and in respect of which the corresponding 

customs formalities for export have been carried out. 



2. Movement, as referred to in paragraph 1, shall take place 

(a) under the external Community transit procedure: or, 

(b) under cover of a TIR carnet (TIR Convention) on condition that the goods 

are transported through the territory of a third country: or, 

(c) under cover of an ATA carnet (ATA Convention) used solely as a transit 

document on condition that the goods are transported through the 

territory of a third country; or, 

(d) under cover of a Rhine manifest (Article 9 of the revised Convention for 

the Navigation of the Rhine); or, 

(e) by post (including parcel post); or, 

(f) under a special transit procedure referred to in Article 41{c). 

3. Paragraphs 1 (a) and 2 shall not apply where movement, as referred to in 

paragraph 1(a), takes place under a conditional relief proced~e other than 

the external Community transit procedure in accordance with the rules laid 

down under the procedure in question. 

-
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Article 91 

1. The procedure for external Colllllunity transit shall apply to goods passing 

through the territory of a third country only if : 

(a) provision is made to that effect under an international agreement, or 

(b) carriage through that country is effected under cover of a single 

transport document, drawn up in the Customs territory of the Community, 

the effect of the procedure being suspended in the territory of the third 

country. 

2. With the exception of cases in which use of the external Community transit 

procedure is required to ensure application of Community ·legislation 

governing specific fields, it shall not be compulsory for goods carried by 

travellers, including goods contained in their luggage, provided that the 

goods concerned are not intended for commercial use. 

Article 92 

1. The principal shaLL provide a security in order to ensure payment of any ~ustoms -.debt or other 

charges which may be incurred in respect of the goods. 

2. The following shall be exempt from the requirement to provide a security 

(a) the railway authorities of the Member States; 

(b) the carriage of goods on the Rhine and the Rhine waterways; 

(c) the carriage of goods by sea 

(d) the carriage of goods by air; 

(e) the carriage of goods by pipeline. 



Article 93 

The principal shall present the goods intact to customs at their destination 

within the period prescribed and with due observance of the measures adopted by 

the customs authorities to ensure identification. 

Article 94 

The detailed rules for the operation of the procedure shall be determined in 

accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

c. Customs warehouse 

Article 95 

1. The customs warehousing procedure shall allow the storage in a customs 

warehouse of 

(a) non-COIIIUunity goods, without such goods being subject to import duties 

or commercial policy measures; 

(b) Community goods for which Community legislation gover~ing specific fields 

provides, as a result of their being placed in a customs warehouse, the 

benefit of measures normally attaching to the export of such goods. 

2. Customs warehouse means any place approved by and under the supervision of 

the customs authorities where goods may be stored under the conditions laid 

down. 

• 
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3. cases in which the goods referred to in paragraph 1 may be placed under the 

customs warehousing procedure without being stored in a customs warehouse 

shall be determined in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

Article 96 

A customs warehouse may be 

available for use by any person for the warehousing of goods (public ware

house), or 

reserved for the warehousing of goods by the warehousekeeper (private ware

house). 

Article 97 

1. Authorization to operate a customs warehouse shall be granted at the request 

of the person wishing to operate such a warehouse. 

2. Authorization shall be granted only to persons established in the Community. 

Article 98 

The warehousekeeper shall be the person authorized to operate the warehouse. He 

shall be responsible for : 

(a) ensuring that while the goods are in the customs warehouse they are not 

removed from customs supervision, 
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(b) fulfilling the obligations that arise from the storage of goods covered by 

the customs warehousing procedure; and 

(c) complying with the particular conditions specified in the authorization. 

Article 99 

1. By way of derogation from Article 98, where the authorization concerns a 

public warehouse, it may provide that the responsibilities referred to in 

Article 98(a) and (b) devolve exclusively upon the depositor. 

2. The depositor shall at all times be responsible for fulfilling the 

obligations arising from the placing of goods under the customs warehousing 

procedure. 

Article 100 

The rights and obligations of a warehousekeeper may, with the agreement of the 

customs authorities, be transferred to another person. 

Article 101 

Without prejudice to Article 87 or the security provided for within the 

framework of the common agricultural policy, the customs authorities may request 

the warehousekeeper to provide security in connection with the responsibilities 

specified in Article 98. 
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Article 102 

The person designated by the customs authorities shall keep, in a form approved 

by those authorities, stock records of all the goods placed under the customs 

warehousing procedure. This shall not apply to public warehouses in the cases 

referred to in Article 99. 

Article 103 

1. Where an economic need exists and customs supervision is not adversely 

affected thereby, the customs authorities may allow : 

(a) Community goods other than those referred to in Article 95 ( 1) (b) to be 

stored on the premises of a customs warehouse; 

(b) non-Community goods to be processed on the premises of a customs ware

house under the inward processing procedure, subject to the conditions 

provided for by that procedure. The formalities which may be dispensed 

with in a customs warehouse shall be determined in accordance with the 

procedure of the Committee; 

(c) non-COIIIIlunity goods to be processed on the premises of a customs ware

house under the procedure for processing under customs control, subject 

to the conditions provided for by that procedure. The formalities which 

may be dispensed with in a customs warehouse shall be determined in 

accordance with the procedure of the Committee • 
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2. In the cases referred to in paragraph 1, goods shall not be deemed to have 

been placed under the customs warehousing procedure. 

3. The customs authorities may require the goods referred to in paragraph 1 to 

be entered in the stock records provided for in Article 102. 

Article 104 

Goods placed under the customs warehousing procedure shall be entered in the 

stock records provided for in Article 102 as soon as they are deposited in the 

customs warehouse. 

Article 105 

1 • There shall be no limit to the length of time goods may remain under the 

customs warehousing·procedure. 

However, in exceptional cases, the customs authorities may set a time limit 

by which the depositor must assign the goods a new customs-approved treatment 

or use. 

2. Specific time limits for certain goods referred to in Article 95(1)(b) 

covered by the common agricultural policy may be laid down in accordance with 

the procedure of the Committee. 

-.. 
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Article 106 

1. Import goods may undergo the usual forms of handling intended to preserve 

them, improve their appearance or marketable quality or prepare them for 

distribution or resale. 

A list of cases in which those forms of handling shall be prohibited for 

goods covered by the common agricultural policy may be drawn up if this is 

necessary to ensure the smooth operation of the common organization of 

markets. 

2. Community goods referred to in Article 95(1)(b) which are placed under the 

customs warehousing procedure and are covered by the conunon agricultural 

policy shall undergo only the forms of handling expressly stipulated for such 

goods. 

3. The forms of handling provided for in the first subparagraph of paragraph 1 

and in paragraph 2 must be authorized in advance by the customs authorities, 

which shall lay down the conditions under which they may take place. 

4. The lists of the forms of handling referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be 

established in accordance with the procedure of the Committee • 
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Article 107 

Where circumstances so warrant, goods placed under the customs warehousing 

procedure may be temporarily removed from the customs warehouse. Such removal 

must be authorized in advance by the custans authorities, who shall stipulate • 

the conditions on which it may take place. 

While they are outside the customs warehouse the goods may undergo the forms of 

handling referred to in Article 106 on the conditions set out therein. 

Article 108 

The customs authorities may allow goods placed under the customs warehousing 

procedure to be transferred from one customs warehouse to another. 

Article 109 

1. Where a customs debt is incurred in respect of import goods and the customs 

value of such goods is based on a price actually paid or payable which 

includes the cost of warehousing and of preserving goods while they remain in 

the warehouse, such costs shall not be included in the customs value if they 

are distinguished from the price actually paid or payable for the goods. 

-. 
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2. Where the said goods have undergone the -usual forms of handling within the 

meaning of Article 106, the nature of the goods, the customs value and the 

quantity to be taken into consideration in determining the amount of import 

duties shall, at the request of the declarant, be those which would be taken 

into consideration for the goods, at the moment referred to in Article 211, 

if they had not undergone such handling. 

Article 110 

Community goods referred to in Article 95(1)(b) which are covered by the common 

agricultural policy and are placed under the customs warehousing procedure must 

be exported or be assigned a treatment or use provided for by the Community 

legislation governing specific fields referred to in that Article. 

D. Inward processing 

I. General 

Article 111 

1 • Without prejudice to Article 112, the inward processing procedure shall 

allow the following goods to be used in the customs territory of the 

community in one or more processing operations : 

(a) non-Community goods intended for reexport from the customs territory of 

the Community in the form of compensating products, without such goods 

being subject to import duties or commercial policy measures (conditional 

relief system); 

(b) goods released for free circulation with repayment or remission of the 

import duties levied on such goods if they are reexported from the 

customs territory of the Community in the form of compensating products 

(drawback system) • 



2. Processing operations means 

(a) the working of goods, including fitting or assembling them or adapting 

them to other goods, 

(b) the processing of goods, 

(c) the repair of goods, including their restoration and putting them in 

order, and 

(d) the use of certain goods defined in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee which are not to be found in the compensating products, but 

which allow or facilitate the production of those products, even if they 

are entirely or partially used up in the process. 

3. Compensating products means all products resulting from processing 

operations. 

Article 112 

1. Where the conditions laid down in paragraph 2 are fulfilled and subject to 

paragraph 4, the customs authorities shall authorize : 

(a) compensating products to be obtained from equivalent goods; 

(b) compensating products obtained from equivalent goods to be exported from 

the Community before importation of the import goods. 

2. Equivalent goods must have the customs status of CoiiiDunity goods and be of 

the same quality and have the same characteristics as the import goods. 

However, in specific cases determined in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee, equivalent goods may be permitted to have reached a more advanced 

stage of manufacture than the import goods. 
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3. Where paragraph 1 applies, the import goods shall enjoy the customs status of 

equivalent goods and the latter the customs status of import goods. 

4. Measures designed to prohibit or limit recourse to paragraph 1 may be adopted 

in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

s. Where paragraph 1(b) is applied and the compensating products would be liable 

to export duties if they were not exported under an inward processing 

operation, the holder of the authorization shall provide a security to ensure 

payment of the duties should the import goods not be imported within the 

period prescribed. 

II. Granting authorization 

Article 113 

The authorization shall be granted at the request of the person who carries out 

processing operations or who arranges for them to be carried out. 
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Article 114 

The authorization shall be granted only 

(a) to persons established in the Community. However, the authorization may be 

granted to persons established outside the Community in respect of imports 

of a non-commercial nature; 

(b) where, without prejudice to the use of the goods referred to in the last 

indent of Article 111 ( 2) ( 3) , the import goods can be identified in the 

compensating products or, in the case referred to in Article 112, where 

compliance with the conditions laid down in respect of equivalent goods can 

be verified; 

(c) where the inward processing procedure can help create the most favourable 

conditions for the export of compensating products, provided that the 

essential interests of Community producers are not adversely affected 

(economic conditions). 

III. Operation of the procedure 

Article 115 

1. The customs authorities shall specify the period within which the 

canpensating products must be assigned a new customs-approved treatment or 

use. That period shall take account of the time required to carry out the 

processing operations and dispose of the compensating products. 
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2. The period shall run from the date on which the non-Community goods are 

placed under the inward processing procedure. The customs authorities may 

grant an extension on submission of a duly substantiated request by the 

holder of the authorization. 

For reasons of simplification, it may be decided that a period which 

commences in the course of a calendar month or quarter shall end on the last 

day of a subsequent calendar month or quarter respectively. 

3. Where Article 112( 1) (b) applies, the custans authorities shall specify the 

period within which the non-Community goods must be declared for the 

procedure. That period shall run from the date of acceptance of the export 

declaration relating to the compensating products obtained from the 

corresponding equivalent goods. 

4. Specific time limits may be laid down in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee, for certain processing operations or for certain import goods. 

Article 116 

1. Th~ customs- author_ities shall -fiX either 

the rate of yield of the operation or, where necessary, the method of deter

mining such rate. Rate of yield means the quantity or percentage of 

compensating products obtained from the processing of a given quantity of 

import goods. The rate of yield. shall be determined on the basis of the 

actual circumstances in which the processing operation is, or is to be, 

carried out • 
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2. Where circumstances so warrant and, in particular, in the case of processing 

operations customarily carried out under clearly defined technical conditions 

involving goods of substantially uniform characteristics and resulting in the 

production of canpensating products of uniform quality, standard rates of 

yield may be fixed in accordance with the procedure of the Committee on the 

basis of actual data previously ascertained. 

Article 117 

1. Goods in the unaltered state and canpensating products must be reexported. 

However, they may be released for free circulation, placed under the 

procedure for processing under customs control, destroyed or abandoned where 

authorized by the customs authorities, who shall grant such authorization 

where circumstances so warrant. 

2. Paragraph 1 shall also apply where compensating products must be assigned a 

custans-approved treatment or use referred to in the said paragraph after 

being placed under the customs warehousing procedure, the temporary 

importation procedure or a transit procedure or in a free zone or free 

warehouse. 

3. The cases in which and the conditions under which goods in the unaltered 

state or compensating products covered by an authorization for release for 

free circulation shall be deemed to have been released for free circulation 

may be determined in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 
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Article 118 

Subject to Article 119, where a customs debt is incurred in respect of 

compensating products, the amount of such debt shall be determined on the basis 

of the items of charge appropriate to the import goods incorporated in the said 

compensating products as assessed at the time referred to in Article 211. 

Article 119 

By way of derogation from Article 118, compensating products 

(a) shall be subject to the import duties appropriate to them where 

- they are released for free circulation and appear on the list adopted in 

accordance with the procedure of the Committee and to the extent that they 

correspond proportionally to the exported part of the compensating 

products not included in that list. However, the holder of the 

authorization may ask for the products to be assessed to duty under the 

conditions referred to in Article 118J 

- they are subject to charges established under the common agricultural 

policy and where provisions adopted in accordance with the procedure of 

the Committee so provide; 

(b) shall be subject to import duties calculated in accordance with the rules 

applicable to the customs procedure in question or to free zones or free 

warehouses where they have been placed under a conditional relief procedure 

or in a free zone or free warehouse • 
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However, 

the person concerned may request that duty be assessed in accordance with 

Article 118, 

in cases where the canpensating products have been assigned a customs

approved treatment or use referred to above other than processing under 

customs control, the amount of the import duties shall be at least equal 

to the amount calculated in accordance with Article 118; 

(c) may be made subject to the rules governing assessment of duty laid down 

within the framework of the procedure for processing under customs control 

where the import goods could have been placed under that procedure. 

-. 
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IV. Processing operations outside the customs territory 

of the Community 

Article 120 

1. All or part of the compensating products or goods in the unaltered state may 

be temporarily exported for the purpose of further processing outside the 

customs territory of the Community if the customs authority so authorizes, in 

accordance with the conditions laid down in the outward processing 

provisions. 

2. Where a customs debt is incurred in respect of reimported products, the 

following shall be charged 

(a) import duties on ·the compensating products or goods in the unaltered 

state referred to in paragraph 1, calculated in accordance with Articles 

118 and 119~ and 

(b) import duties on products reimported after processing outside the customs 

territory of the Community, the amount of which shall be calculated in 

accordance with the provisions relating to the outward processing 

procedure, on the same conditions as would have applied had the products 

exported under the latter system been released for free circulation 

before such export took place. 
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no export refund is determined for the compensating products. 

Article 122 

1. The declaration for release for free circulation shall indicate that the • 

drawback system is being used and shall provide a reference to the 

authorization. 

2. At the request of the customs authorities, this authorization must be 

attached to the declaration for release for free circulation. 

Article 123 

Under the drawback system, Article 112 ( 1 ) (b) , ( 3) and ( 5), Article 115 ( 3) , 

Articles 117 and 118, Article 119 (a), second indent, and (c) and 

Article 126 shall not apply. 

Article 124 

Temporary exportation of compensating products carried out as provided for in 

Article 120 ( 1 ) , shall not be deemed to be exportation within the meaning of 

Article 125 except where such products are not reimported into the CoiiDllunity 

within the period prescribed. 
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v. Special provisions relating to the drawback system 

Article 121 

The drawback system may be used for all goods, with the exception of those 

which, at the time the declaration for release for free circulation is 

accepted : 

are subject to quantitative import restrictions, 

might qualify for a preferential tariff measure or an autonomous suspensive 

measure within the meaning of Article 20(3)(d) to (f) within quotas, 

are subject to an agricultural levy or any other import charge provided for 

under the common agricultural policy or under specific arrangements 

applicable to certain goods resulting from the processing of agricultural 

products. 

Moreover, the drawback system shall be used only if no export refund is 

determined for the compensating products at the time the declaration for release 

for free circulation of the import goods is accepted. 

Permission to use the drawback system shall be granted only if, at the time the 

declaration of exportation of the compensating products is accepted : 

the import goods are not subject to one of the charges referred to in the 

third indent of the first paragraph, 
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Article 125 

1. The holder of the authorization may ask for the import duty to be repaid or 

remitted in so far as he can establish to the satisfaction of the customs 

authorities that canpensating products obtained from import goods released 

for free circulation under the drawback system have been either : 

exported under custans supervision fran the custans territory of the 

Community, or 

placed, with a view to being subsequently exported, under the Community 

transit procedure, customs warehousing procedure, temporary importation 

procedure or inward processing procedure (conditional relief system), or 

in a free zone or free warehouse, 

all conditions for use of the procedure having also been met. 

2. For the purposes of being assigned a customs-approved treatment or use 

referred to in paragraph 1, compensating products shall be deemed to be 

non-Community goods. 

• 
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3. The period within which the application for repayment must be made shall be 

determined in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

4. compensating products placed under a customs procedure or in a free zone in 

accordance with the provisions of paragraph shall be released for free 

circulation only where authorized by the customs authorities, who shall grant 

such authorization where circumstances so warrant. 

In this case, and without prejudice to Article 11 9 (b) , the amount of the 

import duties repaid or remitted shall be deemed to constitute the amount of 

the customs debt. 

5. For the purpose of determining the amount of the import duties to be repaid 

or remitted, the first indent of Article 119(a) shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
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VI. Other pr:)vision 

Article 126 

Non-Community goods may be placed under the inwara pr:)cessing procedure, 

applyir,q the cor,ditior,al exempti:)r, system, ir, oraer that the compensatir,q 

products may qualify for exemptior, from the exp:)rt duties to which ider,tical 

products obtainea from Community goods instead :)f import qooas would be liable. 

E. Process iraq ur,der customs cor1trol 

Article 127 

The pr:)cedure for processi~g u~der customs C:)~trol shall allow the processing of 

nor"-Commurdty g:)ods ira the cust:)ms territory :)f the Commurdty for the purpose of 

their u~dergoi~g operatio~s which alter their classificati:)n or state, with:)Ut 

their beir,q subject to imp:)rt duties or commercial policy measures, ar,a the 

release for free circulatior, of the proaucts resultirag fr:)m such operatior,s 

(processed products), subject to the appropriate import duties. 

"-
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Article 128 

The list of cases in which the procedure for processing under customs control 

may be used shall be determined in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee. 

Article 129 

Authorization for processing under customs control shall be granted at the 

request of the person who carries out the processing or who arranges for it to 

be carried out on his behalf. 

Article 130 

Authorization shall be granted only 

(a) to persons established in the Community; 

(b) where the import goods can be identified in the processed products; 

(c) where the goods cannot be economically restored after processing to their 

classification or state as it was when they were placed under the procedure; 

(d) where use of the procedure cannot result in circumvention of the effect of 

the rules concerning origin and quantitative restrictions applicable to the 

imported goods; 
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(e) where the conditions that are necessary to enable the procedure to help 

create or maintain a processing activity in the Community without adversely 

affecting the essential interests of Community producers of similar goods 

(economic conditions) are fulfilled. 

Article 131 

The customs authorities may permit the holder of an authorization to arrange for 

a third person to carry out the processing on his behalf. 

Article 132 

Articles 115 and 116 shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

Articles 133 

Where a customs debt is incurred in respect of products that are at an 

intermediate stage of processing as compared with that provided for in the 

authorization, the amount of that debt shall be calculated on the basis of the 

items of charge appropriate to the goods in the unaltered state at the moment 

referred to in Article 211. 

.. -
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Article 134 

1. Where, at the time when they were released for free circulation, the import 

goods complied with the conditions for receiving preferential tariff 

treatment and such preferential tariff treatment is applicable to products 

identical to the processed products released for free circulation, the import 

duties to which the processed products are subject shall be calculated by 

applying the rate of duty applicable under that treatment. 

2. If provision is made for the preferential· tariff treatment referred to in 

paragraph 1 in respect of the import goods under tariff quotas or tariff 

ceilings, the quantity of import goods actually used in the manufacture of 

the processed products released for free circulation shall be counted against 

the tariff quotas or ceilings in force at the time of acceptance of the 

declaration for release for free circulation and no quantities shall be 

counted against tariff quotas or ceilings opened in respect of products 

identical to the processed products. 

F. Temporary importation 

Article 135 

The temporary importation procedure shall allow non-Community goods intended for 

reexport in the unaltered state to be used in the customs territory of the 

Community with total or partial relief from import duties and without their 

being subject to commercial policy measures. 
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Article 136 

Authorization for temporary importation shall be granted by the customs 

authorities at the request of the person who uses the goods or arranges for them 

to be used on his responsibility. 

Article 137 

The customs authorities shall refuse to authorize use of the temporary 

importation procedure where they consider it impossible to ensure that the 

import goods can be identified. 

However, the customs authorities may authorize use of the temporary importation 

procedure without ensuring that the goods can be identified where they consider 

that, in view of the nature of the goods or of the operations to be carried out, 

the absence of identification measures is not liable to give rise to any abuse 

of the procedure. 

Article 138 

1. The customs authorities shall determine the period within which import goods 

must be assigned a new customs-approved treatment or use. Such period shall 

take account of the duration of the authorization for use. 

2. W~thout prejudice to the special periods laid down in Article 139, the 

maximum period during which goods may remain under the temporary importation 

procedure shall be 24 months. 

3. However, where exceptional circumstances so warrant, the customs authorities 

may, at the request of the person concerned, and within reasonable limits and 

subject to the conditions laid down, extend the periods referred to in 

paragraph 1 in order to permit the authorized use. 
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Article 139 

The cases and the special conditions under which the temporary importation 

procedure may be used with total relief from import duties shall be determined 

by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 

Commission. 

Article 140 

1. Use of the -temporary 

with partial relief from import duties shall be granted in respect of goods 

which, while remaining the property of a person established outside the 

customs territory of the Community, are not covered by the provisions adopted 

by the Council in accordance with Article 13 9 or which are covered by such 

provisions but do not fulfil all the conditions provided for therein for the 

grant of temporary importation with total relief. 

2. The list of goods in respect of which the temporary importation procedure 

with partial relief from import duties may not be used shall be drawn up in 

accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

Article 141 

1. The amount of import duties payable in respect of goods placed under the 

temporary importation procedure with partial relief from import duties shall 

be fixed at 3 %, for every month or fraction of a month during which the 

goods have been placed under the temporary importation procedure with partial 

relief, of the amount of duties which would have been payable on the said 

goods had they been released for free circulation on the date on which they 

were placed under the temporary importation procedure. 
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2. The amount of import duties to be collected shall not exceed that which would 

have been collected if the goods concerned had been released for free 

circulation on the date on which they were placed under the temporary 

importation procedure. 

3. Transfer of the rights and obligations deriving from the temporary 

importation procedure pursuant to Article 89 shall not mean that the same 

relief arrangements must be applied to each of the periods of use to be taken 

into consideration. 

4. Where the transfer referred to ·in .paragraph 3 is rnade~·w·i th partial-relief for both persons 

authorized to use the procedure during t:tle same month, the holder of the initial 

authorization shall be liable to pay the amount of import duties due for that 

month. 

Article 142 

1. Save as otherwise provided, import goods shall be released for free 

circulation, placed under the procedure for processing under customs control, 

destroyed or abandoned only where authorized by the customs authorities. 

• 
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2. Paragraph shall also apply where the said goods must be assigned a 

customs-approved treatment or use referred to in that paragraph after .having 

been placed under the customs warehousing procedure, or a transit procedure 

or in a free zone or free warehouse. 

Article 143 

Where, for a reason other than the placing of goods under the temporary 

importation procedure with partial relief from import duties, a customs debt is 

incurred in respect of goods placed under the said procedure, the amount of that 

debt shall be equal to the difference between the amount of duties calculated 

pursuant to Article 211 and that payable pursuant to Article 141. 

G. Outward processing 

I. General 

Article 144 

1. The outward processing procedure shall, without prejudice to the provisions 

governing specific fields relating to the standard exchange system laid down 

in Articles153 to 159 or to Article 120, -aLLow- .. Community goods to be exported 

temporarily from the customs territory of the Community in order to undergo 

processing operations and the products resulting from those operations 

(compensating products) to be released for free circulation in the customs 

territory of the Community with total or partial relief from import 

duties. 

2. The operations referred to in Article 111(2)(a), (b) and (c) shall be deemed 

to be processing operations within the meaning of the outward processing 

procedure. 
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Article 145 

1. The outward processing procedure shall not be used in the case of Community 

goods : 

whose export gives rise to repayment or remission of import duties, 

which, prior to export, were released for free circulation with total 

relief from import duties by virtue of their nature or end-use, for as 

long as the conditions for granting such relief continue to apply, 

whose export gives rise to the granting of export refunds or in respect of 

which a financial advantage other than such refunds is granted under the 

common agricultural policy by virtue of the export of the said goods. 

2. However, derogations from the second indent of paragraph 1 may be determined 

in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

3. Goods placed under the outward processing procedure shall be referred to as 

temporary export goods. 

.. 

··~ 
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II. Granting authorization 

Article 146 

1. Authorization to use the outward processing procedure shall be granted at the 

request of the person who arranges for the processing operations to be 

carried out. 

2. By way of derogation from paragraph 1, authorization to use the outward 

processing procedure may be granted to another person in respect of goods of 

Comnunity origin where the processing operation consists in incorporating 

those goods into goods obtained outside the Community and imported as 

compensating products, provided that use of the procedure helps promote the 

sale for export of these goods without adversely affecting the essential 

interests of Community producers of products identical or similar to the 

imported compensating products. 

The cases in which and the conditions under which the preceding subparagraph 

1 shall apply shall be determined in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee. 

Article 147 

Authorization shall be granted only 

{a) to persons established in the Community; 
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(b) where it is considered that it will be possible to establish that the 

compensating products have resulted from processing of the temporary export 

goods. 

The cases in which derogations from this subparagraph may apply and the 

conditions under which such derogations shall apply shall be determined in 

accordance with the procedure of the Committee; 

(c) where authorization to use the outward processing procedure is not liable 

seriously to harm the essential interests of Community processors (economic 

conditions). 

III. Operation of the procedure 

Article 148 

1 • The customs authorities shall specify the period within which the 

compensating products must be reimported into the customs territory of the 

Community. They may extend that period on submission of a duly substantiated 

request by the holder of the authorization. 

2. The customs authorities shall fix either the rate of yield of the operation 

or, where necessary, the method of determining that rate. Rate of yield means 

the quantity or p~rcentage of compensating products obtained from the 

processing of a given quantity of temporary export goods. 

Article 149 

The total or partial relief from import duties provided for in Article 150 ( 1 ) 

shall be granted only where the compensating products are declared for release 

for free circulation in the name of or on behalf of : 
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(a) the holder of the authorization, or 

(b) any other person established in the Community provided that that person has 

obtained the consent of the holder of the authorization. 

Article 150 

1. The total or partial relief from import duties provided for in Article 144 

shall be calculated by deducting from the amount of the import duties 

applicable to the compensating products released for free circulation the 

amount of the import duties that would be applicable on the same date to the 

temporary export goods if they were imported into the customs territory of 

the Community from the country in which they underwent the' processing 

operation or last processing operation. 

2. The amount to be deducted pursuant to paragraph 1 shall be calculated on the 

basis of the quantity and classification of the goods in question on the date 

of acceptance of the declaration placing them under the outward processing 

procedure· and on the basis of the other items of charge applicable to them on 

the date of acceptance of the declaration for release for free circulation of 

the compensating products. 

The value of the temporary export goods shall be that taken into account for 

such goods in calculating the customs value of the compensating products in 

accordance with Article 32(1)(b)(i) or, if the value cannot be calculated in 

that way, the difference between the customs value of the compensating 

products and the processing costs determined by reasonable means. 
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However, 

certain charges determined in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee shall not be taken into account in calculating the amount to be 

deducted; 

where, prior to being placed under the outward processing procedure, the 

temporary export goods were released for free circulation at a reduced 

rate by virtue of their end-use, and for such time as the conditions for 

granting the reduced rate continue to apply, the amount to be deducted 

shall be the amount of import duties actually levied when the goods were 

released for free circulation. 

3. Where temporary export goods could qualify on their release for free 

circulation for a reduced or zero rate of duty by virtue of their end-use# 

that rate shall be taken into account provided that the goods underwent 

operations consistent with such an end-use in the country where the 

processing operation or last such operation took place. 

4. Where compensating products qualify for a preferential tariff measure within 

the meaning of Article 20 ( 3) (d) or (e) and that measure exists for goods 

falling within the same tariff classification as the temporary export goods, 

the rate of import duty to be taken into account in establishing the amount 

to be deducted pursuant to paragraph 1 shall be that which would apply if the 

temporary export goods fulfilled the conditions under which that preferential 

measure may be applied. 
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5. This Article shall be without prejudice to the application of provisions 

adopted or liable to be adopted in the context of trade between the Community 

and third countries and which provide for relief from import duties in 

respect of certain compensating products. 

Article 151 

1. Where the purpose of the processing operation is the repair of the temporary 

export goods, they shall be released for free circulation with total relief 

from import duties where it is established, to the satisfaction of the 

customs authorities, that the goods were repaired free of charge, either by 

virtue of a contractual or statutory obligation arising from a guarantee or 

because of a manufacturing defect. 

2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply where account was taken of the defect at the time 

when the goods in question were first released for free circulation . 
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Article 152 

Where the purpose of the processing operation is the repair of temporary export 

goods and such repair is carried out in return for payment, the partial relief 

from import duties provided for in Article 144 shall be granted by establishing 

the amount of the duties applicable on the basis of the items of charge 

pertaining to the compensating products on the date of acceptance of the 

declaration for the release for free circulation of those products and taking 

into account as the customs value an amount equal to the repair costs, provided 

that those costs represent the only consideration provided by the holder of the 

authorization and are not influenced by any links between that holder and the 

operator. 

IV. Standard exchange 

Article 153 

1. Under the conditions laid down in this Title IV which are applicable in 

addition . to the preceding provisions, the standard exchange system shall 

allow an imported product, hereinafter referred to as a "replacement", to 

replace a compensating product. 

2. The customs authorities shall allow the standard exchange system to be used 

where the processing operation involves the repair of Community goods other 

than those subject to the common agricultural policy or to the specific 

arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting from the processing of 

agricultural products. 
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3. The customs authorities shall permit replacements to be imported, under the 

conditions laid down by them, before the temporary export goods are exported 

(prior importation). 

In the event of prior importation of a replacement, security shall be 

provided to cover the amount of the import duties. 

Article 154 

1. Replacements shall be of the same quality and possess the same 

characteristics as the temporary export goods had the latter undergone the 

repair in question. 

2. Where the temporary export goods have been used before export, the replace

ments must also have been used and must not be new products. 

The customs authorities may, however, grant derogations from this rule if the 

replacement has been supplied free of charge either by reason of a 

contractual or statutory obligation deriving from a guarantee or because of a 

manufacturing defect • 
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Article 155 

Standard exchange shall be authorized only where it is possible to verify that · 

the conditions laid down in Article 154 are fulfilled. 

Article 156 

Without prejudice to Article 159, the provisions applicable to compensating 

products shall also apply to replacements. 

Article 157 

1. In the event of prior importation, the export goods shall be exported within 

a period of two months from the date of acceptance by the customs authorities 

of the declaration for release of the replacements for free circulation. 

2. However, where exceptional circumstances so warrant, the customs authorities 

may, at the request of the person concerned, extend within reasonable limits 

the period referred to in paragraph 1. 
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Article 158 

In the event of prior importation and where Article 150 is applied, the amount 

to be deducted shall be determined on the basis of the items of charge 

pertaining to the temporary export goods on the date of acceptance of the 

declaration placing them under the procedure. 

Article 159 

Article 146(2) and Article 147 (b) shall not apply in the context of standard 

exchange. 

v. Other provision 

Article 160 

The procedures provided for within the framework of outward processing shall 

also be applicable for the purposes of implementing non-tariff common commercial 

policy measures. 
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Section 4 

Export 

Article 161 

1. The export procedure shall allow Community goods to leave the customs 

territory of the Community. 

Exportation shall entail the application of export duties, commercial policy 

measures and other export formalities. 

2. Goods shall be treated in the same way as exports where they are supplied to: 

(a) persons in third countries who are eligible for relief pursuant to either 

the Vienna Convention of 18 April 1961 on Diplomatic Relations, the 

Vienna Convention of 24 April 1963 on Consular Relations or other 

consular conventions, or the New York Convention of 16 December 1969 on 

Speci~l Missions; 

(b) armed forces of third countries stationed in the territory of a Member 

State who are eligible for relief under international agreements. 

3. Without prejudice to the provisions applicable to goods exported by 

travellers and goods placed under the outward processing procedure or a 

transit procedure pursuant to Article 163, all Community goods intended for 

export shall be placed under the export procedure. 

4. The cases in which and the conditions under which goods leaving the customs 

territory of the Community are not deemed to be exports or are not subject to 

an export declaration shall be determined in accordance with the procedure of 

the Conunittee. 
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5. The export declaration may be required to be lodged at the customs office 

responsible for supervising the place where the exporter is established or 

where the goods are packed or loaded for export shipment. 

The relevant cases and conditions shall be determined in accordance with the 

procedure of the Committee. 

Article 162 

Release for export shall be granted on condition that the goods in question 

leave the customs territory of the Community in the same condition as when the 

export declaration was accepted. 

Section 5 Internal transit 

Article 163 

1. The internal transit procedure shall allow Community goods other than those 

referred _to in Article 90( 1) (b) which are dispatched from one point within 

the Community to another to move temporarily outside the customs territory of 

the Community during the. period laid . down by the customs authorities for 

transit purposes and to be reimported as goods having Community status, on 

condition that the movement outside the said customs territory is covered by 

a single transport document drawn up within the customs territory of the 

Community • 
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2. The movement referred to in paragraph 1 may take place 

(a) under the internal Community transit procedure: 

(b) under cover of a TIR carnet (TIR Convention); 

(c) under cover of an ATA carnet (ATA Convention); 

(d) by post (including parcel post). 

3. In the case referred to in paragraph 2(a): 

(a) Articles 93 and 94 shall apply mutatis mutandis; 

(b) special conditions shall, where necessary, be laid down in accordance 

with the procedure of the Committee to take account of international 

conventions. 

4. In the c~ses referred to in paragraph 2(b) and (c), goods placed under the internal 

transit proced.Jre may be reif11J0rte9 as goods having the customs status of Community 

goods provided that the said status is established in the form prescribed by 

the provisions adopted in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

• 
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Chapter 3 

Other types of customs-approved treatment or use 

Section 1 Free zones and free warehouses 

A. General 

Article 164 

Free zones and free warehouses are parts of the customs territory of the 

Community or premises situated in that territory and separated from the rest of 

it in which : 

(a) non-Community goods are subject neither to import duties nor to commercial 

policy measures; 

(b) Community goods for which such provision is made under Community legislation 

governing specific fields qualify, by virtue of being placed in a free zone 

or free warehouse, for measures normally attaching to the export of goods. 

Article 165 

1. Member States may designate parts of the customs territory of the Community 

as free zones or authorize the establishment of free warehouses • 
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2. Member States shall determine the area covered by each zone. Premises which 

are to be designated as free warehouses must be approved by Member States. 

3. Free zones and free warehouses shall be separated from the rest of the 

customs territory of the Community. Their entry and exit points shall be 

defined. 

4. The construction of any building in a free zone shall require the prior 

authorization of the customs authorities. 

Article 166 

1. The perimeter and the entry and exit points of free zones and free warehouses 

shall be subject to supervision by the customs authorities. 

2. Persons and means of transport entering or leaving a free zone or free ware

house may be subjected to a customs check. 

3. Access to a free zone or free warehouse may be denied to persons who do not 

provide every guarantee necessary for compliance with the rules provided for 

in this section. 
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4. The customs authorities may check goods entering, leaving or remaining in a 

free zone or free warehouse. To enable such checks to be carried out, a copy 

of the transport document, which shall accompany goods entering or leaving, 

shall be handed to, or kept at the disposal of, the customs authority by any 

person designated for this purpose by such authorities. Where such checks are 

required, the goods shall be made available to the customs authorities. 

B. Placing of goods in free zones or free warehouses 

Article 167 

Both Community and non-Community goods may be placed in a free zone or free 

warehouse. 

However, the customs authorities may require that goods which present a danger 

or are likely to spoil other goods or which, for other reasons, require special 

facilities be placed in premises specially equipped to receive them. 

Article 168 

1. Without prejudice to Article 166 { 4), goods entering a free zone or free 

warehouse need not be presented to the customs authorities, nor need a 

customs declaration be lodged. 
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2. Goods shall be presented to the customs authorities and undergo the 

prescribed customs formalities only where : 

(a) they have been placed under a customs procedure which is discharged when 

they enter a free zone or free warehouse; however, where the customs 

procedure in question permits exemption from the obligation to present 

goods, such presentation shall not be required; 

(b) they are placed in a free zone or free warehouse on the authority of a 

decision to grant repayment or remission of import duties; 

(c) a request has been made for advance payment of export refunds on the 

goods under the common agricultural-policy. 

3. At the request of the party concerned, the customs authorities shall certify 

that goods placed in a free zone or free warehouse are either Community goods 

or non-Community goods. 
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c. Operation of free zones and free warehouses 

Article 169 

1. There shall be no limit to the length of time goods may remain in free zones 

or free warehouses. 

2. For certain goods referred to in Article 164(b) which are covered by the 

common agricultural policy, specific time limits may be imposed in accordance 

with the procedure of the Committee. 

Article 170 

1. Any industrial, commercial or service activity shall, under the conditions 

laid down in this Code, be authorized in a free zone or free warehouse. 

2. The customs authorities may impose certain prohibitions or restrictions on 

the activities referred to in paragraph 1, having regard to the nature of the 

goods concerned or the requirements of customs supervision. 

3. The customs authorities may prohibit persons who do not provide the necessary 

guarantees for the correct application of the provisions laid down in this 

Code from carrying on an activity in a free zone or free warehouse • 
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Article 171 

Non-Community goods placed in a free zone or free warehouse may, while they 

remain in a free zone or free warehouse : 

(a) be released for free circulation under the conditions laid down by that 

procedure and by Article 176; 

(b) undergo the usual forms of handling referred to in Article 106 ( 1) without 

authorization; 

(c) be placed under the inward processing procedure under the conditions laid 

down by that procedure. 

However, processing operations within the territory of the Old Free Port of 

Hamburg shall not be subject to conditions of an economic nature. 

However, if conditions of competition in a specific economic sector in the 

Community are affected as a result of this derogation, the Council, acting 

by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, shall decide that 

conditions of an economic nature shall apply to the correspqnding economic 

activity within the territory of the Old Free Port of Hamburg; 

• 
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(d) be placed under the procedure for processing under customs control under the 

conditions laid down by that procedure; 

(e) be placed under the temporary importation procedure under the conditions 

laid down by that procedure; 

(f) be abandoned in accordance with Article 180; 

(g) be destroyed, provided that the person concerned provides the customs 

authorities with all the information they deem necessary. 

Where goods are placed under one of the procedures referred to in (c), (d) or 

(e), the relevant methods of control may be adapted. 

Article 172 

The Community goods referred to in Article 164(b) which are covered by the 

common agricultural policy shall undergo only the forms of handling expressly 

prescribed for such goods in conformity with Article 106(2). Such handling may 

be undertaken without authorization. 

Article 173 

1. Where Articles 171 and 172 are not applied, non-Community goods and the 

Community goods referred to in Article 164(b) shall not be consumed or used 

in free zones or in free warehouses. 
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2. Without prejudice to the provisions applicable to supplies of stores, where 

the procedure concerned so provides, paragraph 1 shall not preclude the use 

or consumption of goods the release for free circulation or tempo·rary 

importation of which would not entail application of import duties or 

measures under the common agricultural policy or commercial policy. In that 

event, no declaration for release for free circulation or temporary 

tmportation shall be required. 

Such declaration shall, however, be required if such goods are to be charged 

against a quota or a ceiling. 

Article 174 

1. All persons carrying on an activity involving the storage, working or 

processing, or sale or purchase, of goods in a free zone or free warehouse 

shall keep stock accounts in a form approved by the customs authorities. 

Goods shall be entered in the stock accounts as soon as they are brought on 

to such persons' premises. The stock accounts must enable the customs 

authoriti·es to identify the goods, and must record their movements. 

2. Where goods are transhipped within a free zone, the documents relating to the 

operation shall be kept at the disposal of the customs authorities. The 

short-term storage of goods in connection with such transhipment shall be 

deemed to be an integral part of the operation. 

I 
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D. Removal of goods from free zones or free warehouses 

Article 175 

Without prejudice to special provisions adopted under customs legislation 

governing specific fields, goods leaving a free zone or free warehouse may be : 

exported or reexported from the customs territory of the Community; 

or 

brought into another part of the customs territory of the Community. 

The provisions of Title III, with the exception of Articles 48 to 54 where 

Community goods are concerned, shall apply to goods brought into other parts 

of that territory except in the case of goods which leave that zone by sea or 

air without being placed under a transit or other customs procedu~e~ 

Article 176 

1. Where a customs debt is incurred in respect of non-Community goods and the 

custans value of such goods is based on a price actually paid or payable 

which includes the cost of warehousing or of preserving goods while they 

remain in the free zone or free warehouse, such costs shall not be included 

in the customs value if they are distinguished from the price actually paid 

or payable for the goods • 
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2. Where the said goods have undergone, in a free zone or free warehouse, one of 

the usual forms of handling within the meaning of Article 106(1), the nature 

of the goods, the customs value and the quantity to be taken into 

consideration in determining the amount of import duties shall, at the 

request of the declarant and provided that such handling was covered by an ~ 

authorization granted in accordance with paragraph 3 of that Article, be 

those which would be taken into account in respect of those goods, at the 

moment referred to in Article 211 had they not undergone such handling. 

Article 177 

1. Community goods referred to in Article 164(b) which are covered by the common 

agricultural policy and are placed in a free zone or free warehouse shall be 

assigned a treatment or use provided for by the rules under which they are 

eligible, by virtue of their being placed in a free zone or free warehouse, 

for measures normally attaching to the export of such goods. 

2. Should such goods be returned to another part of the customs territory of the 

Community, or if no application for their assignment to a treatment or use 

referred to in paragraph has been made by the expiry of the period 

prescribed pursuant to Article 169(2), the customs authorities shall take the 

measures laid down by the relevant legislation governing specific fields 

relating to failure to comply with the specified treatment or use. 

• 
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Article 178 

1. Where goods are brought into or returned to another part of the customs 

territory of the Community or placed under a customs procedure, the 

certificate referred to in Article 168 ( 3) may be used to prove that such 

goods are either Community or non-Community goods. 

2. Where .no certificate or other evidence of the Community or non-Community 

status of the goods is available, the goods shall be deemed to be : 

Community goods, for the purposes of applying export duties and export 

licences or export measures laid down under the commercial policy; 

non-Community goods in all other cases. 

Article 179 

The customs authorities shall ensure that the rules governing exportation are 

respected where goods are exported from a free zone or free warehouse. 
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~s_e_c_t_i_o_n __ 2 __ ~R_e_e_xportation, destruction and abandonment 

Article 180 

1. Non-Community goods may be 

reexported from the customs territory of the Community; 

destroyed; 

abandoned to the Exchequer where national legislation makes provision to 

that effect. 

2. In the case of reexportation, Article 161(2) shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

3. Reexportation, destruction and abandonment shall be subject to authorization 

by the customs authorities, which shall be granted at the request of the 

person concerned. Where application is made to reexport goods placed under a 

customs procedure other than a transit procedure, a customs declaration 

within the meaning of Articles 58 to 77 shall be lodged. 

4. Destruction or abandonment shall not entail any expense for the Exchequer. 

5. Any waste or scrap resulting from destruction shall be assigned a 

customs-approved treatment or use prescribed for non-Community goods. 

It shall remain under customs supervision until the time laid down in Article 

37(2)(a). 
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Tln..E V 

Privileged operations 

Olapter 1 

Reliefs fran cust~ duty 

Article 181 

The COuncil shall, acting by a qualified nmjority on a proposal fran the 

~ssion, detetarlne the cases in ~ich, on account of special 

circ~tances, relief fran bnport duties or export duties shall be granted 

Where goods are released for free circulation or exported. 

Olapter 2 

Returned goods 

Article 182 

1. Cmmmi ty goods "\W.ich, having been exported fran the cust~ 

territory of the Ccmnlnity, are returned to that territory and 

released for free circulation ~thin a period of three years shall, 

at the request of the person conccmed, be granted relief fran 

bnport duties. 

However 

the three-year period u.y be exceeded in order to take account 

of special circ~tances; 
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where, prior to their exportation fran the cust~ territory of 

the Camuni ty, the returned goods were released for free 

circulation at a reduced or zero rate of hnport duty by virtue 

of their end-use and were subject to cust~ supervision at the 

tbne of exportation, the amount of hnport duty chargeable upon 

them shall be reduced by the arnoun t, if any, 1 evi ed on the 

goods when they were first released for free circulation. 

2. The relief fran hnport duties provided for in paragraph 1 shall not 

be granted in the case of: 

(a) goods exported fran the cust~ terri tory of the Canmni ty 

under the outward processing procedure unless those goods 

remain in the state inwhich theywere exported; 

(b) goods v.hich have been the subject of a Camuni ty measure 

involving their exportation to third countries. The 

circlmlStances in v.hich and the conditions under v.hich this 

provision amy be ~ived shall be detenndned in accordance ~th 

the procedure of the ~ttee. 
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Article 183 

Goods must be reimported in the state in ,.W,ich they were exported. The 

circ~tances in~ich and the conditions under ~ich this requiraooent may 

be waived shall be determined in accordance with the procedure of the 

Cmmi ttee. 

Article 184 

Articles 182 and 183 shall apply mutatis mutandis to compensating products 

originally exported subsequent to an inward processing procedure "\\here 

circ~tances justify their release for free circulation. 

The amount of bnport duty legally ~d shall be determined on the basis of 

the rules applicable under the inward processing procedure . 
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Olapter 3 

Products of sea-fishing and other products taken fran the sea 

Article 185 

Vflthout prejudice to Article 24 (1) f), the following shall be exempt fran 

hnport duties ~en they are released for free circulation: 

(a) products of sea-fishing and other products taken fran the 

territorial sea of a third country by vessels registered or 

recorded in a ~er State and flying the flag of that state; 

(b) products obtained fran products referred to in (a) on board 

factory-ship·s fulfilling the conditions laid dawn in that sub

paragraph. 
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TI1LE VI 

Custans debt 

<llapter 1. 

Security to cover custans debt 

Article 186 

1. \\here, in accordance with custans legislation, the custans 

authorities require security to be provided in order to ensure 

pa~nt of a custans debt, such security shall be provided by the 

person~o is liable or ~o amy became liable for that debt. 

2. The custans authorities shall require only one securi·ty to be 

provided in respect of one custans debt. 

3. The custans authorities amy authorize the security to be provided 

by a person other than the person fran~an it is required. 

4. Vdlere the person "Mlo has incurred or "Mlo amy incur a custans debt 

is a public authority, no security shall be required. 

5. The custans authorities nmy~ive the requirement for provision of 

security~ere the amount to be secured does not exceed BCU 500 . 
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Article 187 

1. '\\here custans legislation provides that the provision of security 

is optional , the custans authorities shall require such security 

in so far as they consider that a custans debt ~ich has been or 

may be incurred is not certain to be paid within the prescribed 

period. 

'\\here the security referred to in the preceding subparagraph is not 

required, the custans authorities may nevertheless require fran the 

person referred to in Article 186(1) an undertaking setting out the 

obligations which that person is legally obliged to fulfil. 

2. The security referred to in the first subparagraph of paragraph 1 

shall be required: 

at the thne of application of the rules requiring such security 

to be provided, or 

at any subsequent time v.hen the custans authorities find that 

the cus tans debt v.hi ch has been or may be incurred is not 

certain to be paid within the prescribed period. 

Article 188 

At the request of the person referred to in Article 186(1), the custans 

authorities shall allow comprehensive security to be provided to cover one 

or ~re operations in respect of v.hich a custans debt has been or amy be 

incurred. 

·. 
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Article 189 

'\\here custans legislation makes it canpulsory for security to be 

provided, the custans authorities shall fix the mmunt of such 

security at a level equal to: 

the precise mmunt of the custans debt or debts in question 

W-here that amount can be established ~th certainty at the thne 

w.hen the security is required, 

the max~ amount, as estimated by the custans authorities, of 

the custans debt or debts ~ich have been or may be incurred in 

other cases. 

'\\here canprehensive security is required for custans debts ~ich 

vary in mnount over tbne, the amount of such security shall be set 

at a level enabling the CUStan8 debts in question to be COVered at 

all times. 

2. '\\here custans legislation provides that the provision of security 

is optional and the custans authorities require security to be 

provided, the mmount of the security shall be fixed by those 

authorities so as not to exceed the level provided for in 

paragraph 1. 

3. The circ~tances in ~ich and the conditions under ~ich a flat

rate security may be provided shall be determined in accordance 

~th the procedure of the ~ttee. 

Article 190 

Security may be provided by either: 

a cash deposit, or 

a guarantor. 
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Article 191 

1. A cash deposit shall be made in the currency of the ~er State in 

~ich the security is required. 

The foll~ng shall be deemed equivalent to a cash deposit; 

subnission of a cheque the payment of ~ich is guaranteed by 

the institution on ~ich it is drawn in any manner acceptable 

to the customs authorities; 

suborlssion of any other instrument recognized by those 

authorities as a means of pa~nt. 

2. Security in the foun of a cash deposit or pa~nt deemed equivalent 

to a cash deposit shall be given in accordance ~th the provisions 

in force in the Member State in which the security is required. 

Article 192 

The guarantor shall undertake to pay jointly and severally ~th the debtor 

the secured amount of a cust~ debt which falls to be paid. 

The guarantor must be : 

either a credit institution or an insurance undertaking authorized 

to provide guarantees, which have been approved in accordance ~th 

CQmmunity pr~visions, or 

a third person established in the Camuni ty and approved by the 

custa.ns authorities of the Member State in which the security is 

provided. 

.. 
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The cust~ authorities may refuse to approve the proposed guarantor ~ere 

the latter does not appear certain to ensure pa~nt of the cust~ debt 

~thin the prescribed period • 

Article 193 

The person required to provide security shall be free to choose be~en the 

types of security laid dawn in Article 190. 

~ver, the cust~ authorities may refuse to accept the type of security 

proposed ~ere it is incanpatible with the proper functioning of the 

cust~ procedure concerned. 

Article 194 

1. \\here the rules adopted in accordance with the procedure of the 

~ttee so provide, the customs authorities nay accept types of 

security other than those referred to in Article 190 ~ere they 

provide equivalent assurance that the customs debt will be paid. 

The cust~ authorities shall refuse the security proposed by the 

debtor ~ere they do not consider that such security is certain to 

ensure pa~nt of the cust~ debt. 

2. Subject to the reservation referred to in the second subparagraph 

of paragraph 1, the customs authorities uay accept a cash deposit 

without the conditions laid dawn in Article 191(1) being fulfilled . 
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Article 195 

~ere the cust~ authorities establish that the security provided does not 

ensure, or is no longer certain or sufficient to ensure, pa~nt of the 

cust~ debt within the prescribed period, they shall require the person 

referred to in Article 186(1), at his option, to provide additional 

security or to replace the original security with an~ security. 

Article 196 

1. The security shall not be released until such tUne as the cust~ 

debt in respect of "\~which it VJB.S given is extinguished or can no 

longer arise. Once the custans debt is extinguished or can no 

longer arise, the security shall. be released fort~th. 

2. Once the cust~ debt has been extinguished in part or may arise 

only in respect of part of the mnount "\~which has been secured, part 

of the security shall be released accordingly at the request of the 

person concerned, unless the amount involved does not justify such 

action. 

Article 197 

Provisions derogating fran those contained in this chapter shall, 

"\~where necessary, be .adopted in accordance ~th procedure of the COmarlttee 

in order to take account of international conventions. 

• 

-. 
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Olapter 2 

Incurrence of a cust~ debt 

Article 198 

A cust~ debt on bnportation shall be incurred through : 

(a) the release for free circulation of goods liable to import 

duties, or 

(b) the placing of such goods under the temporary bnportation 

procedure ~th partial relief fran import duties. 

2. A customs debt shall be incurred at the tbne of acceptance of the 

cust~ declaration in question. 

3. The debtor shall be the declarant. In the event of indirect 

representation, the person on ~ose behalf the custans declaration 

is made shall also be a debtor. 

Article 199 

1. A customs debt on importation shall be incurred through 

(a) the unlawful introduction into the cust~ terri tory of the 

COmmunity of goods liable to nnport duties, or 

(b) the unlawful introduction into another part of that territory 

of such goods located in a free zone or free ~rehouse . 
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For the purposes of this AJticle, unlawful introduction ~ans 

any introduction in violation of the provisions of AJticles 38 

to 41 and the second indent of AJticle 175. 

The cust~ debt shall be incurred at the ~nt ~en the goods are 

unlawfully introduced. 

3. The debtors shall be : 

the person~o introduced such goods unlawfully, 

any persons ~o participated in the unlawful introduction of 

the goods and ~o -were aware or should reasonably have been 

aware that such introduction~& unlawful, and 

any persons ~o acquired or held the goods in question and ~o 

'Were aware or should reasonably have been aware at the thne of 

acquiring or receiving the goods that they had been introduced 

unlawfully. 

AJticle 200 

1. A cust~ debt on nnportation shall be incurred through : 

the unlawful removal fran cust~ supervision of goods liable 

to bnport duties. 

2. The cust~ debt shall be incurred at the ~nt ~en the goods are 

removed fran cust~ supervision. 

3. The debtors shall be : 

the person~o removed the goods fran cust~ supervision, 

any persons ~o participated in such removal and ~o 'Were aware 

or should reasonably have been aware that the goods 'Were being 

removed fran cust~ supervision, 

any persons ~o acquired or held the goods in question and ~o 

~re aware or should reasonably have been aware at the tbne of 

acquiring or receiving the goods that they had been removed 

fran cust~ supervision, and 
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~ere appropriate, the person required to fulfil the 

obligations arising fran temporary storage of the goods or fran 

the use of the custans procedure under v.hich those goods are 

placed. 

Article 201 

1. A cust~ debt on bnportation shall be incurred through : 

(a) the non-fulfihnent of one of the obligations arising, in 

respect of goods liable to bnport duties, fran their t~orary 

storage or fran the use of the custans procedure under vvhich 

they are placed, or 

(b) non-canpliance with a condition governing the placing of the 

goods under that procedure or the granting of a reduced or zero 

rate of bnport duty by virtue of the end-use of the goods, 

in cases other than those referred to in Article 200 unless it is 

established that those failures have no significant effect on the 

correct operation of the temporary storage or custans procedure in 

question. 

2. The custans debt shall be incurred either at the m:ment vvhen the 

obligation vvhose non-fulfilment gives rise to the custans debt 

ceases to be ~t or at the ~nt ~en the goods are placed under 

the custans procedure concerned where it is established 

subsequently that a condition governing the placing of the goods 

under the said procedure or the granting of a reduced or zero rate 

of import duty by virtue of the end-use of the goods "Was not in 

fact fulfilled . 
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3. The debtor shall be the person v.ho is required, according to the 

circ~tances, either to fulfil the obligations arising, in respect 

of goods liable to bnport duties, fran their temporary storage or 

fran the use of the custans procedure under v.hich they have been 

placed, or to canply ~th the conditions governing the placing of 

the goods under that procedure. 

Article 202 

1. A customs debt on bnportation shall be incurred through : 

the consumption or use, in a free zone or a free ~rehouse, of 

goods liable to bnport duties, under conditions other than 

those laid dawn by the legislation in force. 

2. The debt shall be incurred at the nxment v.hen the goods are 

cons~d or are first used under conditions other than those laid 

dawn by the legislation in force. 

3. The debtor shall be the person v.ho consumed or used the goods and 

any persons vmo participated in such consumption or use and v.ho 

~re ~re or should reasonably have been ~re that the goods ~re 

being cons~d or used under conditions other than those laid dawn 

by the legislation in force. 

Article 203 

1. By ~y of derogation fran Articles 199 and 201(1)(a), no cust<ms 

debt on bnportation shall be deemed to be incurred in respect of 

specific goods v.here the person concerned proves that the 

non-fulfi~nt of the obligations v.hich arise fran: 
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the provisions of AJticles 38 to 41 and the second indent of 

Axticle 175, or 

keeping the goods in question in temporary storage, or 

the use of the custans procedure under '\\hich the goods have 

been placed, 

results fran the total destruction or irretrievable loss of the 

said goods as a result of the actual nature of the goods or 

unforeseeable circ~tances or force nmjeure, or as a consequence 

of authorization by the custans authorities. 

For the purposes of this paragraph, goods shall be irretrievably 

lost '\\hen they are rendered unusable by any person. 

2. Nor shall a custans debt on bnportation be deemed to be incurred in 

respect of goods released for free circulation at a reduced or zero 

rate of bnport duty by virtue of their end-use, '\\here such goods 

are re-exported ~th the pernussion of the custans authorities. 

AJticle 204 

vmere, in accordance ~th AJticle 203(1), no customs debt is deemed to be 

incurred in respect of goods released for free circulation at a reduced or 

zero rate of bnport duty on account of their end-use, any scrap or ~ste 

resulting fran such destruction shall be deemed to be non-COmmunity goods . 
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Article 205 

v.bere a custans debt is incurred in respect of goods released for free 

circulation at a reduced rate of bnport duty on account of their end-use, 

the amount paid ~en the goods ~re released for free circulation shall be 

deducted fran the amount of the custans debt. 

This provision shall apply m1tatis m1tandis '\\here a custans debt is 

incurred in respect of scrap and ~ste resulting fran the destruction of 

such goods. 

Article 206 

1. A custans debt on exportation shall be incurred through : 

the exportation fran the custans territory of the Caml.lnity, 

under cover of a custans declaration, of goods liable to export 

duties. 

2. The custans debt shall be incurred at the ~nt ~en such custans 

declaration is accepted. 

3. The debtor shall be the declarant. In the event of indirect 

representation, the person on ~ose behalf the declaration is nmde 

shall also be a debtor. 

Article 207 

1. A custans debt on exportation shall be incurred through : 

the ramval fran the custans terri tory of the Caml.lni ty of 

goods liable to export duties ~thout a custans declaration. 

2. The custans debt shall be incurred at the ~nt ~en the said 

goods actually leave that territory. 
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3. The debtor shall be : 

the person~o removed the goods, and 

any persons ~o participated in such removal and ~o ~re ~re 

or should reasonably have been ~re that a cust~ declaration 

had not been but should have been lodged; 

~ticle 208 

1. A customs debt on exportation shall be incurred through a failure 

to canply~th the conditions under ~ich the goods ~re all~d to 

leave the cust~ territory of the COmmunity ~th total or partial 

relief fran export duties. 

2. The debt shall be incurred at the ~nt ~en the goods reach a 

destination other than that for ~ich they ~re allowed to leave 

the cust~ territory of the CQmmunity~th total or partial relief 

fran export duties or, should the cust~ authorities be unable to 

dete~ne that ~nt, the ~nt of expiry of the thne !Unit set 

for the production of evidence that the conditions entitling the 

goods to such relief have been fulfilled. 

3. The debtor shall be the declarant. In the event of indirect 

representation, the person on ~ose behalf the declaration is rrmde 

shall also be a debtor. 

Article 209 

The customs debt referred to in ~ticles 198 to 202 and 206 to 208 shall be 

incurred even if it relates to goods subject to ~asures of prohibition or 

restriction on hnportation or exportation of any kind ~atsoever . 
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Article 210 

\\here several persons are liable for paJU]ent of one custans debt, they 

shall be jointly and severally liable for such debt. 

Article 211 

1. Save as otherwise expressly provided .by this Code and without 

prejudice to paragraph 2, the amount of the bnport duty or export 

duty applicable to goods shall be detemrlned on the basis of the 

rules of assesmnent appropriate to those goods at the ~nt ~en 

the cust~ debt in respect of th~ is incurred. 

2. \\here it is not possible to detemrlne precisely ~en the custans 

debt is incurred, the thne to be taken into account in detemrlning 

the rules of assessment appropriate to the goods concerned shall be 

the ~nt ~en the cust~ authorities conclude that the goods are 

in a situation in ~ich a cust~ debt is incurred. 

~ver, ~ere the infonnation available to the custans authorities 

enables th~ to establish that the custans debt ~s incurred prior 

to the thne ~en they reached that conclusion, the mmunt of the 

bnport duty or export duty payable on the goods in question shall 

be deternrined on the basis of the rules of assessment appropriate 

to the goods at the earliest time when existence of the custans 

debt arising fran the situation may be established fran the 

infonnation available. 

. .. 
• 

.... 

• 
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Article 212 

A cust~ debt shall be incurred at the place ~ere the events fran 

~ich it arises occur. 

\\here it is not possible to detennine the place referred to in 

paragraph 1, the cust~ debt shall be deamed to have been incurred 

at the place ~ere the cust~ authorities conclude that the goods 

are in a situation in~ich a cust~ debt is incurred. 

~ver, ~ere the infonnation available to the cust~ authorities 

enables them to establish that the cust~ debt was already 

incurred ~en the goods ~re in another place at an earlier date, 

the cust~ debt shall be deemed to have been incurred at the place 

~ich may be established as the location of the goods at the 

earliest time ~en existence of the cust~ debt may be 

established. 
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Article 213 

1. In so far as agre~nts concluded be~en the COmmunity and certain 

third countries provide for the granting on bnportation into those 

countries of preferential tariff treatment for goods originating in 

the COmmunity ~thin the ~aning of such agreements, on condition 

that, v.here they have been obtained under the inward processing 

procedure, non-~1nity goods incorporated in the said originating 

goods are subject to pa~nt of the bnport duties payable thereon, 

the validation of the documents necessary to enable such 

preferential tariff treatment to be obtained in third countries 

shall cause a customs debt on bnportation to be incurred. 

2. The ~nt when such cust~ debt is incurred shall be deemed to be 

the ~nt when the cust~ authorities accept the export 

declaration relating to the goods in question. 

3. The debtor shall be the declarant. In the event of indirect 

representation, the person on whose behalf the declaration is nmde 

shall also be a debtor. 

4. The amount of the bnport duties corresponding to this cust~ debt 

shall be deteiDrined under the smne conditions as in the case of a 

cus t~ debt resulting fr(lll the acceptance, on the same date, of 

the declaration for release for free circulation of the goods 

concerned for the purpose of teiDrinating the inward processing 

procedure. 

·-
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Olapter 3 

Recovery of the amount of the cust~ debt 

Section 1: Entry in the accounts and canDlllication to the debtor of the 

amount of duty 

Article 214 

1. Each and every amount of bnport duty or export duty resulting fran 

a cust~ debt, hereinafter called "amount of duty", shall be 

calculated by the cust~ authorities as soon as they have the 

necessary data, and entered by those authorities in the accounting 

records or on any other equivalent ~dium (entry in the accounts). 

The first subparagraph shall not apply: 

(a) '\'\here a provisional anti-dumping or countervailing duty has 

been introduced; 

(b) in the cases referred to in Article 217(2); 

(c) '\'\here the provisions adopted in accordance with the procedure 

of the ~ttee ~ive the requir~nt for the customs 

authorities to enter in the accounts amounts of duty below a 

given level. 

2. The ~er States shall dete~ne the practical procedures for the 

entry in the accounts of the amounts of duty. Those procedures nmy 

differ according to~ether or not, in vi~ of the circ~tances in 

'\'\hich the cust~ debt was incurred, the cust~ authorities are 

satisfied that the said amounts will be paid. 
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Art'icle 215 

Where a customs debt"' is incurred 

as a result of the acceptance of the declaration of goods for a 

custans procedure other than temporary importation with partial 

relief fran bnport duties, the amount corresponding to such custans 

debt shall be entered in the accounts as soon as it has been 

calculated and, at the latest, on the second day following that on 

vAlich the goods were released. 

However, provided that payment has been secured, the total mnount 

of duty relating to all the goods released to one and the same 

person during a period fixed by the custans authorities, vAlich nmy 

not exceed 31 days, nmy be covered by a single entry in the 

accounts at the end of the period. Such entry in the accounts 

shall take place within five days of the expiry of the period in 

question. 

2. ~ere it is provided that goods nmy be released subject to ~eting 

certain conditions laid down by COmmunity legislation vAlich govern 

either detenEUnation of the mnount of the debt or its collection, 

entry in the accounts shall take place no later than two days 

foll~ng the day onvAlich the mnount of the debt or the obligation 

to pay the duties resulting fran that debt is detenEUned or fixed. 
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However, "\\here the custans debt relates to a provisional 

anti-dumping or countervailing ddty, that duty shall be entered in 

the accounts no later than two months following publication in the 

Official Journal of the European COmmunities of the Regulation 

establishing a definitive anti-dumping or countervailing duty. 

3. ~ere a custans debt is incurred under conditions other than those 

referred to in paragraph 1, the relevant am>unt of duty shall be 

entered in the accounts within two days of the date on v.hich the 

custans authorities are in a position to: 

(a) calculate the amount of duty in question, and 

(b) detenmUne the person liable for pa~nt of that amount. 

Article 216 

1. The tnne lllnJts for entry in the accounts laid dawn in Article 215 

may be extended: 

(a) for reasons relating to the adarlnistrative organization of the 

~er States, and in particular ~ere accounts are 

centralized, or 

(b) Where special circ~tances prevent the cust~ authorities 

francanplyingwith the said time limits. 

Such extension shall not exceed 14 days. 
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2. The tbne lbEUts laid dawn in paragraph 1 shall not apply in 

unforeseeable circ~tances or in cases of force majeure. 

Article 217 

1. Where the amount of duty resulting fran a cust~ debt has not been 

entered in the accounts in accordance ~th Articles 215 and 216 or 

has been entered in the accounts at a level lower than the amount 

legally awed, the amount of duty to be recovered or ~ich remains 

to be recovered shall be entered in the accounts ~thin ~days of 

the date on 'Which the custans authorities becane aware of the 

situation and are in a position to calculate the amount legally 

~d and to detentrlne the debtor (subsequent entry in the 

accounts). That t nne 1 bEU t may be extended in accordance with 

Article 216. 

2. Subsequent entry in the accounts shall not occur 'Where: 

the amount of duty legally ~d ~s not entered in the accounts 

on the basis of general provisions invalidated at a later date 

by a court decision; 

the amount of duty legally ~d failed to be entered in the 

accounts as a result of an error on the part of the custans 

authorities 'Which could not reasonably have been. detected by 

the person liable for pa~nt, the latter for his part having 

acted in good faith and canplied ~th all the provisions laid 

dawn by_ the legislation in force as regards the custans 

declaration; 

3. ~ere the second indent of paragraph 2 applies, the amount of duty 

legally awed and not recovered shall be entered by the custans 

authorities in the accounting records or on any other equivalent 

medi1m. 
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Article 218 

1. ~ soon as it has been entered in the accounts, the amount of duty 

shall be communicated to the debtor in accordance ~th appropriate 

procedures. 

2. ~ere the amount of duty payable has been entered, for guidance, in 

the customs declaration, the customs authorities amy specify that 

it shall not be c~icated in accordance ~th paragraph 1 unless 

the amount of duty indicated does not correspond to the amount 

dete~ned by the authorities. 

~thout prejudice to the application of the second subparagraph of 

Article 215(1), ~e;e use is amde of the possibility provided for 

in ·the preceding subparagraph, release of the goods by the cust~ 

authorities shall be equivalent to communication to the debtor of 

the amount of duty entered in the accounts. 

3. COmmunication to the debtor shall not take place after the expiry 

of a period of three years fran the date on ~ich the custans debt 

~s incurred. H~ver, ~ere a cust~ debt is incurred as a result 

of an act ~ich amy give rise to criminal proceedings, such 

communication amy, in so far as the provisions in force so all~, 

be made after the expiry of such three-year period. 

4. ·~ere Article 217(3) applies, the said entry shall be equivalent to 

communication to the debtor of the amount of duty payable ~thin 

the ~aning of Article 2 of COuncil Regulation (EBC, Euratarn0 No 

1552/89 of 29 Nmy 1989 bnplanenting ~cision 88/376/EEC, Euratan on 

the systsn of the COmmunities' awn resources(!) 

Section 2: Tbne lUmdt and procedures for pa~nt of the amount of duty 

Article 219 

Each and every amount of duty communicated in accordance ~th Article 218 

shall be paid by the debtor ~thin the foll~ng periods : 

(1) OJ No L 155, 7.6.1989, p. 1 
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(a) if the person is ·not entitled to any of the pa~nt facilities laid 

down in Articles 221 to 226, pa:yment shall be made within the 

period prescribed. 

Without prejudice to the second par:agrapb_·-~ot~f Article 243, that 

period shall not exceed ten days following canmnication to the 

debtor of the mnount of duty awed and, in the case of aggregation 

of entries in the accounts under the conditions laid down in the 

second subparagraph of AJticle 215(1), it shall be. so fixed as not 

to enable the debtor to obtain a longer period for pa~nt than if 

he had been granted deferred pa:yment. 

An extension shall be granted autarnaticallywhere it is established 

that the person concerned received the camunication too late to 

enable him to make pa)'Dlent within the period prescribed. 

Extension of the· period may also be granted by the cust~ 

authorities at the request Qf the debtor where the mnount of duty 

to be paid results fran action for post-clearance recovery. Such 

extension shall not exceed the time necessary for the debtor to 

take the appropriate steps to discharge his obligation; 

(b) if the person is entitled to any of the pa~nt facilities laid 

dawn in Articles 221 to 226, pa~nt shall be made before expiry of 

the period or periods specified in connection with those 

facilities. 
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Article 220 

Pa)!Dent shall be made in cash or by any other means with similar 

discharging effect in accordance with the provisions in force (cash 

pa)!Dent). It may also be made by adjustment of credit balance ~ere the 

provisions in force so allow. 

Article 221 

In so far as the mnount of duty payable by the person concerned relates to 

goods declared for a cust~ procedure ~ich entails the obligation to pay 

such duty, the cust~ authorities shall, at that person's request, grant 

deferment of pa)!Dent of that 81IX>Unt under the conditions laid dawn in 

Articles 222, 223 and 224. 

Article 222 

The granting of deferment of pa~nt shall be conditional on the provision 

of security by the applicant. 

Article 223 

The cust~ authorities shall decide ~ich of the foll~ng procedures must 

be used ~en granting deferment of pa~nt: 

(a) separately in respect of each amount of duty entered in the 

accounts under the conditions laid dawn in the first subparagraph 

of Article 215(1); or 
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(b) globally in respect of all amounts of duty entered in the accounts 

under the conditions laid down in the first subparagragh of 

AJticle 215(1) during a period not exceeding 31 days to be fixed by 

the cust(JilS authorities; or 

(c) globally in respect of all amounts of duty fotorlng a single entry 

in accordance vrith the second subparagraph of AJticle 215(1). 

AJticle 224 

1. The period for ~ich pa)ment is deferred shall be 30 days. It 

shall be calculated as foll~: 

(a) ~ere pa:yment is deferred in accordance with AJticle 223(a), 

the period shall be calculated fran the day following the date 

on ~ich the mnount of duty is entered in the accounts by the 

customs authorities. 

~ere AJticle 216 is applied, the period of 30 days calculated 

in accordance with the first subparagraph shall be reduced by 

the number of days corresponding to the period in excess of ~ 

days used to enter the mnount in the accounts; 

(b) ~ere paj~nent is deferred in accordance with AJticle 223(b), 

the period shall be calculated fran the day following the date 

on~ich the aggregation period expires. It shall be reduced by 

the number of days corresponding to half the number of days in 

the aggregation period; 
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(c) ~ere payment is deferred in accordance with Article 223(c), 

the period shall be calculated fr<m the day following the 

expiry date of the period during ~ich the goods in question 

-were released. It shall be reduced by the number of days 

corresponding to half the number of days in the period 

concerned. 

~ere the number of days in the periods referred to in 

paragraph l(b) and (c) is an odd number, the number of days to be 

deducted fr<m the 30-day period pursuant to paragraph l(b) and (c) 

shall be equal to half the next lowest even number. 

3. To simp~ify matters, 'Where the periods referred to in 

paragraph l(b) and (c) are a calendar "Week or a calendar month, 

Member States may provide that the 8DX)unt of duty in respect of 

'Which payment has been deferred shall be paid: 

(a) if the period is a calendar "Week, on the Friday of the fourth 

-week following that calendar -week; 

(b) if the period is a calendar month, by the sixteenth day of the 

month following that calendar month. 

Article 225 

1. ~fennent of payment shall not be granted in respect of amounts of 

duty 'Which, although relating to goods entered for a cust~ 

procedure '\IA:lich entails the obligation to pay such duty, are 

entered in the accounts in accordance with the provisions in force 

concerning acceptance of incomplete declarations, because the 

declarant has not, by the time of expiry of the period set, 

provided the infonnation necessary for the definitive valuation of 

the goods for customs purposes or has not supplied the particulars 

or the document Drlssing '\IA:len the incomplete declaration ~s 

accepted. 
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2. ~ver, defennent of pa~nt may be granted in the cases referred 

to in paragraph 1 'Where the amount of duty to be recovered is 

entered in the accounts before the expiry of a period of 30 days 

fran the date on 'Which the amount originally charged ~s entered in 

the accounts or, if it ~s not entered in the accounts, fran the 

date on'Which the declaration relating to the goods in question~s 

accepted. The duration of the defennent of pa~nt granted in such 

circumstances shall not extend beyond the date of expiry of the 

period 'Which, pursuant to AJticle 224, ~s granted in respect of 

the amount of duty originally fixed, or 'Which 'WOUld have been 

granted had the amount of duty legally due been entered in the 

accounts 'When the goods in question~re declared. 

Article 226 

The cust~ authorities may grant the debtor pa~nt facilities other than 

deferred paJment. 

The granting of such paJment facilities shall: 

(a) be conditional on the provision of security. ~ver, such 

security need not be required 'Where to require it 'WOUld, because of 

the situation of the debtor, create serious econanic or social 

difficulties; 

(b) result in credit interest being charged over and above the amount 

of duty. The amount of such interest shall be calculated in such a 

~y that it is equivalent to the amount 'Which 'WOUld be charged for 

this purpose on the money market or financial market of the 

currency in'Which the amount is payable. 

The custam8 authorities may refrain fran clahndng credit interest 'Where to 

claim it 'WOUld, because of the situation of the debtor, create ·serious 

econanic or social difficulties. 
... _ 
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Article 227 

~atever the pa,ment facilities granted to the debtor, the latter nmy in 

any case pay all or part of the amount of duty ~thout ~iting expiry of 

the period he has been granted for pa,ment. 

Article 228 

Any amount of duty may be paid by a third person instead of the debtor. 

Article 229 

1. ~ere the amount of duty has not been paid within the prescribed 

period: 

(a) the custans authorities shall avail themselves of all options 

open to than under the legislation in force, including 

enforcement, to secure pa~nt of that amount. 

Special provisions amy be adopted, in accordance with the 

procedure of the ~ttee, in respect of guarantors ~thin the 

frmnework of the transit procedure. 

(b) interest on arrears shall be charged over and above the mnount 

of duty. The rate of interest on arrears shall not be lower 

than the rate of credit interest. 
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2. The cust~ authorities umy~ive collection of interest on 

arrears : 

(a) ~ere, because of the situation of the debtor, it would be 

likely to create serious econoarlc or social difficulties, 

(b) ~ere the amount does not exceed a level fixed in accordance 

~th the procedure of the ~ttee, or 

(c) if the duty is paid ~thin five days of the expiry of the 

period prescribed for pa,ment. 

3. The cust~ authorities may fix 

(a) nrln~ periods for calculation of interest, 

(b) nrln~ amounts payable as interest on arrears. 

Article 230 

Vflthout prejudice to the application of any provisions connected ~th the 

contravention of cust~ legislation, no interest other than the interest 

provided for in Articles 226 and 229 shall be charged on amounts of duty. 

., -
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Olapter 4 

Extinction of cust~ debt 

Article 231 

1. Vrtthout prejudice to the provisions in force relating to the tUne-

barring of a cust~ debt, a cust~ debt shall be extinguished: 

(a) by pa~nt of the amount of duty; 

(b) by remdssion of the amount of duty; 

(c) "\\here, in respect of goods declared for a cust~ procedure 

entailing the obligation to pay duties: 

the customs declaration is invalidated in accordance ~th 

Article 64; 

the goods, 

subsequently 

before their release, are either seized and 

confiscated or are destroyed on the 

instructions of the cust~ authorities or are destroyed or 

abandoned in accordance ~th Article 180 or are destroyed 

or irretrievably lost as a result of their actual nature or 

of unforeseeable circ~tances or force majeure; 

(d) where goods in respect of which a cust~ debt is incurred in 

accordance ~ th Article 199 are seized upon their unlawful 

introduction and are subsequently confiscated. 

Article 232 

Article 231(a), ~(b) and (c) shall apply m1tatis m1tandis to the extinction of a 

.. ~ cus tans debt, as ref erred to in Article 213. Such debt shall also be 

extinguished "\\here the fonnalities carried out in order to enable the 

-· preferential tariff treatment referred to in Article 213 to be granted are 

cancelled. 
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<llapter S 

Repa~nt and rearlssion of duty 

Article 233 

The following definitions shall apply : 

(a) repa,ment ~ans the refund of bnport duties or export duties ~ich 

have been paid; 

(b) renrlssion ~ans a decision to extinguish a customs debt or render 

void an entry in the accounts of an amount of duty ~ich has not 

been paid. 

Article 234 

1. hnport duties or export duties shall be repaid or renrltted in so 

far as it is established that the amount of such duties ~s not or 

is not legally C~Ned or has been entered in the accounts contrary to 

Article 217(2). 

2. hnport duties or export duties shall be repaid or renrl tted upon 

subnission of an application to the appropriate customs office 

~thin a period of three years fran the date on~ich the amount of 

those duties ~s communicated to the debtor. 

That period shall be extended if the person concerned provides 

evidence that he was prevented fran subni tting his application 

~thin the said period as a result of unforeseeable circuamtances. 

or force majeure. 

'\\here the custans authorities themselves discover ~thin this 

period that one or other of the situations described in paragraph 

1 exists, they shall repay or rearlt on their own initiative. 

.... 
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Article 235 

hnport duties or export duties shall be repaid or reurltted ~ere a customs 

declaration is invalidated in accordance with Article 64 and the duties 

have been paid. Repa~nt shall be granted upon subrndssion of an 

application by the person concerned within the periods referred to in 

Article 64(2). 

Article 236 

1. hnport duties shall be repaid or reurl t ted in so far as it is 

established that the srnount of such duties entered in the accounts 

relates to goods placed under the cust~ procedure in question and 

rejected by the importer because they are defective or do not 

comply with the tenns of the contract on the basis of ~ich they 

were imported. 

Defective goods, within the meaning of the first subparagraph, 

shall be deemed to include goods damaged before their release. 

2. Repa~nt or rearission of bnport duties shall be granted on 

condition that: 

(a) the goods have not been used, except for such initial use as 

amy have been necessary to establish that they were defective 

or did not camplywith the tenns of the contract; 

(b) the goods are reexported fran the cus tams terri tory of the 

Caumni ty. 

At the request of the person concerned, the cust~ authorities 

shall pe~t the goods to be destroyed or to be placed, for the 

purposes of their reexportation, under the procedure for 

external ()mmm1nity·transit or the customs ~rehousing procedure 

or in a free zone or free ~rehouse, instead of being 

reexported. 

For the purposes of bein~ assigned such cust<mS-approved 

treaunent or use, the goods shall be deemed to be non-~ity 

goods. 
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3. hnport duties shall not be repaid or rearltted in respect of goods 

4. 

v.hich, before being the subject of a custans declaration, "Mre 

bnported teooporarily for testing, unless it is established that the 

fact that the goods ~re defective or did not camply~th the te~ 

of the contract could not no~lly have been detected in the course 

of such tests. 

hnport duties shall be repaid or rearltted for the reasons set out 

in paragraph 1 upon sulmission of -an application to the 

appropriate custans office ~thin ~lve months frcm the date on 

v.hich the amount of those duties ~s c~icated to the debtor. 

However, the cust(IDS authorities may permit this period to be 

exceeded in dul~: justified exceptional cases. 

Article 237 

1. hnport duties or export duties may be repaid or rearltted in special 

situations other than those referred to in Articles 234, 235 Cl'"!d--236 

resulting frcm circumstances in '\\hich no deception or obvious 

negligence may be attributed to the person concerned. 

The situations in ~ich the first subparagraph nay be applied and 

the procedures to be follCJ\\'ed to that end shall be defined in 

accordance ~ th the procedure of the Canni ttee. Repa~nt or 

rearission may be made subject to special conditions. 

2. ntties shall be repaid or rearl tted for the reasons set out in 

paragraph 1 upon subarlasion of an application to the appropriate 

custans office ~thin ~lve months fr<m the date on v.hich the 

amount of the duties ~s communicated to the debtor. 

~ver, the cust(IDS authorities may permit this period to be 

exceeded in duly justified exceptional cases. 

• 
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Article 238 

hnport or export duties shall be repaid or rearltted under the conditions 

laid down in this Olapter only if the amount to be repaid or rem.i tted 

exceeds an amount fixed in accordance with the procedure of the Cc:mni t·tee, 

unless an application for repa~nt or rearlssion is made in accordance with 

Article 234. 

~ver, the cust~ authorities may also grant an application for 

repa~nt or remdssion in respect of a l~r amount. 

Article 239 

Repa,ment by the custans authorities of amounts of import duty or export 

duty and any credit interest or interest on arrears charged at the tbne of 

pa:yment of such amounts shall not result in the pa~nt of interest by 

those authorities. ~ver, interest shall be paid: 

~ere a decision to grant a request for repa~nt is not 

implemented within one month of the date of issue of that decision; 

~ere a decision not to grant repa,ment is subsequently invalidated 

following an appeal by the person concerned. Interest shall be 

paid fran the date on ~ich the appeal -was lodged. 

Article 240 

~ere a customs debt has been rearltted or the corresponding amount of duty 

repaid in error, the debt shall again became payable. 
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Title VII 

Appeals 

Chapter 1 

Right of appeal 

Article 241 

1. Any person ~o considers that his rights have been encroached upon 

by a decision relating to the application of custans legislation 

shall be entitled to apply for the decision to be annulled or 

amended provided that it concerns him directly and individually, 

even if it i's not addressed to him. 

2. Any person ~o has applied to the custans authorities for a 

decision relating to the application of custans legislation and has 

not obtained a ruling on that request ~thin the period referred to 

in Article 7(2) shall also be entitled to exercise the right of 

appeal. 

3. The right of appeal referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 may be 

exercised: 

(a) initially, before the custans authority designated for that 

purpose, under the conditions laid down in AJticles 242 to 247; 

(b) subsequently, before the authority referred to in Article 

249(1). 

.• 
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Olapter 2 

Initial stage of the exercise of the right of appeal 

Article 242 

1. An appeal shall be lodged ~thin two months of the date of 

notification of the cust~ authorities' decision. 

2. The period laid dawn in paragraph 1 shall be extended to 6 months 

~ere the person entitled to lodge an appeal ~s not infonned or 

~s misinfonned, as to his right of appeal, by the custans 

authorities ~o took the decision. 

3. The period laid down in paragraph 1 shall be increased to 2 years 

~ere the decision has not been published or ccmmnicated to the 

person entitled to lodge an appeal. In such case the period shall 

run fran the date on ~ich the decision is taken by the custans 

authorities. 

4. In the cases referred to in Article 241(2), the right of appeal 

m.tst be exercised ~thin 6 months of the date of expiry of the 

period laid dawn for the cust~ authorities to take a decision. 

S. The periods referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 shalL be extended: if 

the person concerned provides evidence that he ~s prevented fran 

lodging the appeal as a result of unforeseeable circumstances or 

force majeure. 
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6. An appeal shall be lodged by ~ans of a ~itten request addressed 

to the custans authorities within the periods prescribed. \\here 

circ~tances so ~rrant, an appeal may also be made orally to the 

custans authorities, ~o shall record it in~iting. 

Article 243 

The lodging of an appeal shall not cause implementation of the disputed 

decision to be suspended. 

The custans authorities shall, h~ver, suspend bnplementation of such 

decision in ~ole or in part ~ere they have good reason to believe that 

the disputed decision is inconsistent with custans legislation. 

\\here the disputed ·decision has the effect of causing bnport duties or 

export duties to be charged, suspension of hnplementation of that decision 

shall be subject to the lodging of security. 

Article 244 

The custans authorities ~o are competent to give a ruling on the appeal 

shall conduct such investigations as are necessary to enable ~han to give 

their decision and may, if they dean it appropriate, subnit the case to 

e'tperts ~o are independent of the custans administration with a view to 

obtaining their opin~on. 

The appellant shall be required to assist the said authorities in their 

investigation of the facts in accordance with the provisions in force. 

.. 
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~ticle 245 

The appellant mayvnthdr~his appeal as long as no decision has been taken 

on it. Notice of vnthdr~l shall be given in~iting. 

Save as otherwise provided in ~ticle 247, vnthdr~l shall be final. 

~ticle 246 

1. The custans authorities competent to give a ruling on the appeal 

shall give their decision in~iting. 

That decision may in same respects be less favourable to the 

appellant than the decision ~ich ~s the subject of the appeal. 

Before adopting such decision, the custans authorities shall infonn 

the appellant of it in order to enable hbn to subarlt his 

observations. 

2. The appellant sh~ll be notified of the decision. 

~ere the decision goes against hbn, the appellant shall be 

infonned of his right to initiate the second stage of his right of 

appeal . 
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Article 247 

\\here, after withdrawing his appeal under the conditions referred to in 

Article 245, the appellant is able to put forward n~ arg~nts or furnish 

further evidence, he may request the custcms authorities with v.han he 

lodged the appeal to resume their examrlnation of it. 

Such request shall be adarlssible only if it is suboUtted before the expiry 

of the periods prescribed for lodging the appeal itself. 

Article 248 

There shall be no charge for lodging an appeal. 

Olapter 3 

Second stage of the exercise of the right of appeal 

Article 249 

1. \\here an appeal v.hich has been lodged with the custans authorities 

is rejected in v.hole or in part or results in a decis~on ~ich is 

in sane respects less favourable than the decision v.hich ~s the 

subject of the appeal, the appellant amy lodge a fresh appeal with 

an authority ~ich is independent of the custans authorities and 

v.hich is amp~red, by virtue of its structure, to refer the matter 

to the Court of Justice of the European Camwti ties pursuant to 

Article 177 of the Treaty. 

• 
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The independent authority referred to in· paragraph 1 

may be a judicial authority or an equivalent specialized body, 

according to the provisions in force in the ~er States. 

2. Any person ~o has lodged an appeal in accordance ~th ~ticle 241 

on ~ich the custans authorities have not issued a ruling by the 

expiry of an appropriate period shall also be entitled to lodge a 

fresh appeal ~th the authority referred to in paragraph 1. 

Olapter 4 

Other provisions relating to the right of appeal 

~ticle 250 

1. The provisionsof this Title shall be without prejudice to: 

(a) the right of any person ~o considers hbnself to be adversely 

affected by a decision relating to the application of customs 

legislation to refer that decision at any tbne to the authority 

referred to in ~ticle 249 in accordance ~th the provisions in 

force; that person shall then be deemed to have waived his 

right of appeal before the customs authorities; 

(b) the provisions in force laying dawn that, in certain cases, an 

appeal must be lodged directly with the authority referred to 

in Article 249; 



(c) the right conferred by Italian 1~ on persons ~ose appeal has 

been rejected by the cust~ authorities to refer the nmtter to 

the Head of State in accordance with the provisions of that 

1~. 

2. The subnission of an application for repaJment or remission in 

accordance with Article 234 shall be demJed to be equivalent to 

lodging an appeal. In such cases, neither the periods laid down 

for lodging an appeal nor paragraph l(b) s h ~J_l a RR l Y ·.:. 

Article 251 

~ere cust~ legislation grants the cust~ authorities the discretionary 

p~r to assess the factual circ~tances on ~ich they base their 

decisions, the detailed rules for exercising the right of appeal against 

such decisions may be different fran those laid dawn in this Title. 

Article 252 

This Title shall not apply to appeals lodged with a vi~ to the annuhnent 

or revision of a decision taken by the cust~ authorities on the basis of 

criminal 1~. 
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Title VIII 

Final provisions 

<llapter 1 

Cus tans Code Cmmi t tee 

Article 253 

A Custans Code Cmmittee hereinafter called "the J - -

Cmmittee", canposed of representatives of the ~er States ~th a 

representative of the Cmmission as chainnan, is hereby 

established. 

2. The Cmmittee shall adopt its rules of procedure. 

Article 254 

1. The Cmmi ttee may examine any question concerning custans 

legislation which is raised by its chairman either on his own 

initiative or at the request of a ~er State's representative. 

2. The Cmmittee shall, on the initiative of its chairman, be 

consulted as to the position to be adopted by the COmmunity ~th 

regard to the ~rk of international organizations on the 

application, in fields falling ~thin the sphere of canpetence of 

the Cmmmi ty relating to custans legislation, of international 

agreements to which the COmmunity is a Contracting Party. 
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3. ~er States shall consult one another, ~thin the ~ttee, ~th 

a vi~ to defining the common position to be adopted ~th regard to 

other ~rk of international organizations, in areas relating to 

custans legislation, which is in the initial stages of negotiaticn. 

Article 255 

1. The provisions required for the bnplamentation of this ~de, 

including bnplamentation of the Regulations referred to in 

Articles 139 and 181 shall be adopted in accordance ~ th the 

proc.edure defined in paragraphs 2 and 3, in canpl i ance ~ th inter

national cornarlbnents entered into by the COmmunity. 

2. The representative of the ~ssion shall subarlt to the ~ttee 

a draft of the ~asures to be taken. The ~ttee shall deliver 

its opinion on the draft~thin at~ li.mitv.hich the chainnanmay 

lay down according to the urgency of the matter, if necessary by 

taking a vote. 

The opinion shall be recorded in the minutes; in addition, each 

:Member State shall have the right to ask to have its position 

recorded in the minutes. 

3. The ~ssion shall take the uunost account of the opinion 

delivered by the Coomittee. It shall infonn the Coomittee of the 

manner inv.hich its opinion has been taken into account. 
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<llapter 2 

Legal effects in a ~er State of ~asures taken, 

doc~nts issued and findings made in another ~er State 

Article 256 

Individual measures taken, documents issued and findings made by the 

custans authorities of one Member State in applying custans legislation 

shall have the smne legal effects in other ~er States as such ~asures 

taken, documents issued and findings made by the custans authorities of 

each of those Manber States for the purposes of applying custans 

legislation. 
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Olapter 3 

Other final provisions 

Article 257 

The foll~ng Regulations and Directives are hereby repealed: 

(1) 

(:2) 

(3) 

( 4) 

( 5) 

( 6) 

( 7) 

( 8) 

( 9 )' 

COuncil Regulation (EBC) No 802/68 of 27 June 1968 on the common 

definition of the concept of the origin of goods(1); as last 

amended by the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal; . 

COuncil Regulation (EBC) No 754/76 of 25 ~rch 1976 on the customs 

treabment applicable to goods returned to the customs territory of 

the COmmunity( 2); as last mnended by Regulation (EBC) No 1147/86(3
); 

COuncil Regulation (EBC) No 222/77 of 13 December 

COmmunity transit(4); as last mnended by Regulation 

1674/87(5 ) ; 

1976 on 

(EBC) No 

COuncil Regulation (EOC) No 2779/78 of 23 November 1978 on the 

procedure for applying the European unit of account (EUA) to legal 

acts adopted in the customs sphere<6 ); as amended by Regulation 

(EEC) No 289/84( 7); 

COuncil Regulation (EEC) No 1430/79 of 2 July 1979 on the 

repaJD]ent or remission of import or export dutiesC8 ); as last 

mnended by Regulation (EBC) No 3069/86(9>;·. 

OJ No L 148, 28.6.19.68, p.1 - · 

OJ No L 89, 2.4.1976, p. 1 

OJ No L 105, 22.4.1986, p. 1 

OJ No L 38, 9.2.1977, p. 1 

OJ No L 157, 17.6.1987, p. 1 

OJ No L 333, 30.11.1978, p. s 
OJ No L 33, 4.2.1984, p. 2 

OJ No L 175, 12.7.1979, p. 1 

OJ No L 286, 9.10.1986, p. 1 
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(11) 
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(13) 

(1"4) 

(15) 

(16) 
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COuncil Regulation (EBC) No 1697/79 of 24 July 1979 on the 

post-clearance recovery ·of . import duties or export duties v.hich 

have not been required of the person liable for pa~nt on goods 

entered for a custans procedure involving the obligation to pay 

such duties(10); as last amended by Regulation (EBC) No 918/83 <11 ); 

COuncil Directive of 24 July 1979 on the haumnization of 

procedures for the 

(79/695/EBC)<12 ); as 

and Portugal; 

release of goods for free circulation 

last amended the Act of Accession of Spain 

COuncil Regulation (EBC) No 1224/80 of· 28 May 1980 on the 

valuation of goods for custans purposes<13 ); as last amended by 

the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal; 

COuncil Directive of 24 February 1981 on the hannonization of 

procedures for the export of cnmmunity goods (81/177/EEC)(~ 4 ); 

COuncil Regulation (EOC) No 3599182 of 21 December 1982 on 

temporary importation arrangements<15 ); as last amended by 

Regulation (EBC) No 1620/85(1~); 

OJ No L 197, 3 • 8 . 1979' p. 1 

OJ No L 105, 23.4.1983, p. 1 

OJ No L 205, 13.8.1979, p. 19 

OJ No L 134, 31.5.1980, p.1 

OJ No L 83, 30.3.1981, p.40 
OJ No L 376, 31.12.1982, p. 1 

OJ No L t.S.~, _ 14. 6. 1985, p. 54 
-



(17) 

(18) 

(1.9) 

(20) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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COuncil Regulation (EBC) No 2763/83 of 26 September 1983 on 

arrangaments pe~tting goods to be processed under cust~ control 

before being put into free circulation< 17): as last amended by 

Regulation (EBC) No 4032/88( 1§); 

COuncil Regulation (EBC) No 2151/84 of 23 July 1984 on the cust~ 

territory of the Cmmmity(t9); as last amended by the Act of 

Accession of Spain and Portugal; 

COuncil Regulation (EOC) No 1900/85 of 8 July 1985 introducing 

Canmni ty export and import declaration forms<2a); as amended by 

Regulation (EBC) No 1059/86(21); 

COuncil Regulation (EOC) No 1999/85 of 16 July 1985 on inward 

processing relief arrangementsC22); 

Council Regulation (EOC) No 3632/85 of 12 December 1985 defining 

the conditions under v.bich a person may be permitted to make a 

cust~ declaration< 23); 

Counc i 1 Regulation .(EOC) No 2473/86 of 24 July 1986 on ou twd.rd 

processing relief arrangements and the standard exchange system.<24). , 

Council Regulation (EBC) No 2144/87 of 13 July 1987 on custans 

debt<-25); as amended by Regulation (EBC) No 4108/88(26 ); 

OJ No L 272, 5.10.1983, p. 1 

OJ No L 355, 23.12.1988, p. 36 

OJ No L 197, 27.7.1984, p. 1 
OJ No L 179, 11.7.1985, p. 1 

OJ No L 97, 12.4.1986, p. 7 

OJ No L 188, 20.7 .1985, p. 1 

OJ No L 350, 27.12.1985, p. 1 

OJ No L 212, 2 • 8 • 1986 • p • 1 

OJ No L 201, 22.7.1987, p. 15 
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2. In all ~ity acts ~ere reference is umde to the Regulations or 

Directives referred to in P'&ragraph 1, that reference shall be 

deamed to refer to this COde. 

1. 

2. 

Article 258 

Articles 141, 142 and 143 of Council Regulation ·(ffC) ·No· 9.18/,J33<
36

' are ~ 
hereby repealed. 

Counci.L Regulation CEEC) No 2658L8l(
37

)is hereby amended as follows: 

a) Article 8 is hereby mmended as foll~ : 

* 

The following words shall be inserted after the word 

"caunittee" : 

"provided for in Article 253 of the COmmunity CUst~ COde*. 

OJ No L ••• ·n 

b) Article 9(1) is hereby mmended as foll~ : 

"1. Measures relating to the umtters set out belaw shall be 

adopted in accordance ~th the procedure of the ~ttee 

provided for in the ~i ty CUs tans COde; 11 

c) Articles 7, 10 and 11 are hereby repealed. 

Article 259 

This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 

publication in the Q{ficial Journal of the European COmmunities. 

It shall apply fran 1 January 1993. 

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 

all ~er States. 

Done at 

(36) OJ No L 105, 23.4.1983, p.1 

(37) OJ No L 256, 7.9.1987, p.1 

For the Council 



Proposal for a 

COUNCIL REGULATION CEEC) 

determining the cases and the special conditions 

under which the temporary Importation arrangements 

may be used with total relief from Import duties 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community. 

Having regard to Council .. Regulati·on_CEEC) No ••••• of ••••• establishing· a: 
Community Customs Code (1) (hereinafter called "the Code"), and in particular 

Article 139 thereof, 

Having regar·d fo the p·ropos~:H from the Commission (2), 

Whereas the cases and the spec I a I condItIons under whIch the temporary 

Importation arrangements may be used with total relief from Import dutl·es 

are to be determined; 

Whereas the present Regulation forms an Integral part of the Code 
and cop§equently the general ~ules of-the- latter-als~ apply with-

In the framework of the present R-egulat lon; in particular," the procedur·e of; the 

Committee referred to Is the procedure defined In the Code~ 

( 1) 

(2) 
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Whereas It Is appropriate to reproduce the cases and the conditions defined 

In Councl I Regulations 

(EEC) No 3599/82 of 21 December 1982 on temporary Importation 
arrangements(]), as ·Last am~nded by Regulation CEEC) No 1620/85(4 ~; 

(EEC) No 1855/89 of 14 June 1989 on the temporary Importation of means 

of transport <S>; 

(EEC) No 3312/89 of 30 October 1989 on the temporary Importation of 

containers C6) , 

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 

(3) OJ No L 376 of 31.12.1982, p. 1 

(4) OJ No L 155 of 14.6.1985, p. 54 

(5) OJ No L 186 of 30.6.1989, p. 8 

(6) OJ No L 321 of 4.11.1989, p. 5 

-
·-
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Title I 

TeJ!POrary importation of means of transport 

Chapter I 

General provisions 

Article 1 

For the purposes of this Regulation: 

a) '.eans of transport • shall mean any means used for the transport of 

persons or goods. • Means of transport • shall cover spare parts and 

normal accessories and equipment, including the equipment used to 

stow, secure or protect goods, imported with the means of transport; 

b) 'business use' shall mean the use of a means of transport in direct 

exercise of an activity carried out for consideration or financial 

gain; 

c) 'private use' shall mean use for purposes other than bu~iness use as 

defined in (b); 
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d) •container' shall mean an article of transport equipment (lift-van, 

movable tank, demountable body or other similar structure): 

- fully or partially enclosed to constitute a compartment intended for 

containing goods, 

- of a permanent character and accordingly strong enough to be 

suitable for repeated use, 

specially designed to facilitate the carriage of goods, by one or 

more modes of transport, without intermediate reloading, 

- designed for ready handling, particularly when being transferred 

from one mode of transport to another, 

- designed to be easy to fill and to empty, and having an internal 

volume of one cubic metre or more. 

Platform flats shall be treated as containers. 

Moreover, derogations may be authorized in accordance with the 

procedure of the Conuni ttee. In accordance with the procedure, the 

definition of containers may be supplemented to take account of 

technical developments. 

The term 'container• shall include the accessories and equipment of 

the container, appropriate for the type concerned, provided that such 

accessories and equipment are carried with the container. The 

term •container' shall not include vehicles, accessories or spare 

parts of vehicles, or packaging; 

e) • interna1 traffic' shall mean the carriage of goods loaded in the 

customs territory of the Community for subsequent unloading in that 

territory. 
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Article 2 

Save for the cases to be determined in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee, the placing of a means of transport under the arrangements is 

not subject to provision of a guarantee to ensure the payment of a customs 

debt that may arise. 

Article 3 

1 • Spare parts, accessories and normal equipment, including equipment 

which is used for the stowage, securing or protection of goods, 

imported separately from the means of transport for which they are 

intended, shall be admitted under the temporary importation 

arrangements. 

2. Defective parts and spare parts removed from means of transport as a 

result of repair or maintenance must be dealt with in one of the ways 

allowed for the imported goods. 

Article 4 

The means of transport referred to in Titles II to V shall not be lent, 

hired, pledged, transferred or put at the disposal of any person having his 

normal residence in the customs territory of the Community. 

Article 5 

In accordance with the procedure of the Committee, it may be permissible in 

special cases for a person to import and/or to use a means of transport in 

the customs territory of the Community without complying with the 

provisions of this Title. 
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TITLE II 

Means of road transport 

Article 6 

1. The temporary importation arrangements shall apply to road vehicles 

for business use. 

2. For the purposes of this Article, 'vehicles • shall mean all road 

vehicles and all trailers which can be coupled to such vehicles. 

3. Without prejudice to paragraph 4, admission under the temporary 

importation arrangements referred to in paragraph 1 shall be subject 

to the condition that the vehicles are: 

{a) imported by a person established outside the customs territory of 

the Community or on his behalf; 

{b) used for business purposes by such a person or on his behalf; and 

{c) registered outside the customs territory of the Community in the 

name of a person established outside that territory. However, if 

the vehicles are not registered, the above condition shall be 

deemed to be met where the vehicles in question belong to a person 

established outside the customs territory of the Community; 

(d) used exclusively for transport which begins or ends outside the 

custans territory of the Community, save for the cases to be 

determined in accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

4. Where a trailer is coupled to a motor vehicle registered within the 

customs territory of the Community, it shall be admitted under these 

arrangements even if the conditions set out in subparagraphs 3 (a) and 

(b) are not satisfied. 
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5. The vehicles referred to in paragraph 1 may remain in the customs 

territory of the Community subject to the conditions laid down in 

paragraph 3 during the time required for carrying out the operations 

for which temporary admission is being requested, e.g. dispatching, 

picking up and setting down of passengers, loading and unloading 

goods, transport and maintenance. 

Article 7 

1. The temporary importation arrangements shall apply to road vehicles 

for private use. 

2. For the purposes of this Article, 1 vehicles 1 shall mean all road 

vehicles, including caravans and trailers, which can be coupled to 

motor vehicles. 

3. Admission under the temporary importation arrangements referred to in 

paragraph 1 shall be subject to the condition that the vehicles are: 

(a) imported by persons established outside the customs territory of 

the Community; 

(b) used for private purposes by the persons concerned; and 

(c) registered outside the customs territory of the Community in the 

name of a person established outside that territory. However, if 

the vehicles are not registered, the above condition shall be 

deemed to be met where the vehicles in question belong to a person 

established outside the customs territory of the Community. 
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4. Notwithstanding subparagraph 3, the arrangements shall also extend to 

non-Community vehicles which are registered in the customs territory 

of the Community under a temporary series with a view to 

re-exportation and carry a registration number plate issued to a 

person established outside that territory. 

5. The temporary importation arrangements shall also apply in the 

following cases: 

(a) where a private vehicle registered in the country of normal 

residence of the user is used regularly for the journey from his 

residence to his place of work and vice versa in the customs 

territory of the Community. There shall be no other limitation on 

the period; 

(b) where a student uses a private vehicle registered in the country 

of his normal residence in the customs territory of the Community 

in which the student is residing for the sole purpose of pursuing 

his studies. 

6. Without prejudice to paragraph 5 (a), the vehicles referred to in 

paragraph 1 may remain in the customs territory of the Community for: 

(a) a period of six months - whether continuous or not - in any 12 

months; 

(b) the period the student stays in the customs territory of the 

Community in the cases referred to in paragraph 5 (b). 

7. Paragraphs 5 (b) and 6 (b) shall apply mutatis mutandis to persons 

fulfilling assignments of a specified duration. ,__ . 
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Article 8 

1. Article 7 shall apply mutatis mutandis to saddle or draught animals 

and the vehicles drawn by them entering the customs territory of the 

Community. 

2. The animals and the vehicles drawn by them referred to in paragraph 1 

may remain in the customs territory of the Community for a period of 

three months. 

Chapter III 

Means of rail transport 

Article 9 

1. The temporary importation arrangements shall apply to means of rail 

transport. 

2. For the purposes of this Article, •means of rail transport• shall mean 

all prime movers, railcars and multiple sets, and rolling stock of any 

description used for the transport of persons and goods. 

3. Admission under the temporary importation arrangements referred to in 

paragraph shall be subject to the condition that the means of rail 

transport: 

(a) belong to a person established outside the customs territory of 

the Connnunity; 

(b) are registered on a railway network outside the customs territory 

of the Community. 

4. Means of rail transport may remain in the customs territory of the 

Community for 12 months. 
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Chapter IV 

Means of air transport 

Article 10 

1. The temporary importation arrangements shall apply to means of air 

transport. 

2. The means of transport referred to in paragraph 1 may remain in the 

customs territory of the Community for the time required for carrying 

out the operations for which temporary admission is being requested, 

e.g. dispatching, boarding and landing passengers, loading and 

unloading goods, transport and maintenance. 

3. Where the means of transport referred to in paragraph 1 are used for 

private air transport, the conditions laid down in Article 7 (3) shall 

apply. 

4. The means of transport referred to in paragraph 3 may remain in the 

customs territory of the Community for a period of six months, whether 

continuous or not, in any 12-month period. 

Chapter V 

Sea and inland waterway transport 

Article 11 

1. The temporary importation arrangements shall apply to means of sea and 

inland waterway transport. 
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2. The means of transport referred to in paragraph 1 may remain in the 

customs territory of the Community for the time required for carrying 

out the operations for which temporary admission is being requested, 

e.g. dispatching, boarding and landing passengers, loading and 

unloading goods, transport and maintenance. 

3. Where the means of transport referred to in paragraph 1 are used for 

private sea or inland waterway transport, the conditions laid down in 

Article 7 (3) shall apply. 

4. The means of transport referred to in paragraph 3 may remain in the 

customs territory of the Community for a period of six months, whether 

continuous or not, in any 12-month period. 

Chapter VI 

Pallets 

Article 12 

1. The temporary importation arrangements shall apply to pallets. 

2. For the purposes of this Article, a 'pallet' shall mean a device on 

the deck of which a quantity of goods can be assembled to form a unit 

load for the purpose of transport or of handling or stacking by means 

of mechanical appliances. The device consists either of two decks 

connected to each other by cross-braces, or of a deck supported by 

feet or of a special deck designed for air transport; its overall 

height is reduced to the minimum compatible with its handling by means 

of rollers, forklift trucks or pallet trucks; it may or may not have a 

superstructure. 
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Chapter VII 

Container 

Article 13 

1. The benefit of the temporary importation arrangements shall apply to 

containers approved for transport under customs seal or simply bearing 

marks when they are introduced into the customs territory of the 

Community on behalf of their owners, their operators or the 

representatives of either of those. 

2. Containers other than 

admitted for temporary 

customs authorities. 

those referred to in paragraph 

importation of this is authorized 

shall 

by 

be 

the 

3. Containers placed under temporary importation arrangements may remain 

in the customs territory of the Community for a maximum period of 12 

months. However, where particular circumstances so warrant, this 

period may be extended in order to permit their authorized use. 

4. Containers placed under temporary importation arrangements may be used 

in internal traffic before being re-exported from the customs 

territory of the Community where the containers would otherwise have 

to make a journey unladen within the said territory. 
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Title II 

'remporary importation of goods other than means of transport 

Chapter I 

Professional !q!ip!!Dt 

Article 14 

1. The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted in respect of professional 

equipment. 

2. 'Professional equipment' means the equipment and accessories needed 

for the exercise of his trade or profession by a natural or legal 

person established outside the customs territory of the Community, who 

is in the Community to perform a particular job of work. 

The list of goods considered as 'professional 

purposes of this Regulation shall be drawn 

accordance with the procedure of the Committee. 

equipment' for the 

up and amended in 

3. The temporary importation arrangements referred to in paragraph 

shall be granted provided that the professional equipment is: 

(a} owned by a person established outside the customs territory of the 

Community; 

(b) imported by a person established outside the said territory; 

(c) to be used exclusively by the person entering the said territory 

or under his supervision. 
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However, the condition referred to in (c) shall not apply to 

cinematographic equipment imported for the purpose of producing films 

under a co-production contract concluded with a person established in 

the customs territory of the Community. 

In the case of joint radio or television programme productions, 

professional equipment may be the subject of a hire or similar 

contract to which a person established in the customs territory of the 

Community is party. 

Article 15 

Spare parts subsequently imported for the repair of professional equipment 

which has been imported temporarily shall benefit from the advantages 

granted under the said arrangements in the same way as the equipment 

itself. 

Chapter II 

Goods for disp1ay or use at an exhibition, fair, SY!IJ?OSium 

or s:iai1ar event 

Article 16 

1. The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted for: 

(a) goods intended for display or to be the subject of a demonstration 

at an event; 

(b) goods intended for use at an event for the purpose of presenting 

imported products, such as: 

). 

.. 
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- goods necessary for demonstration of the imported machines or 

apparatus on exhibition, 

- equipment, including electrical fittings, used for constructing 

and decorating the temporary stands of a person established 

outside the Community, 

- advertising material and demonstration and other equipment 

intended for use in publicizing the imported goods on 

exhibition, such as sound recordings, films and transparencies, 

together with the accessories required in connection with their 

use; 

(c) equipment, including interpreting installations, sound recording 

apparatus and educational, scientific or cultural films, intended 

for use at international meetings, conferences and symposia; 

(d) live animals intended for exhibition at, or participation in, an 

event; 

(e) products obtained during an event from goods, machinery, apparatus 

or animals imported temporarily. 

2. An 1 event 1 means: 

(a) a trade, industrial, agricultural or craft exhibition, fair, or 

similar show or display; 

(b) an exhibition or meeting which is primarily organized for a 

charitable purpose; 
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(c) an exhibition or meeting which is primarily organized to promote 

any branch of learning, art, craft, sport or scientific, 

technical, educational, cultural, trade union or tourist activity, 

or to promote friendship between peoples or to promote religious 

knowledge or worship; 

(d) a meeting of representatives of international organizations or 

international groups of organizations; 

(e) a representative meeting of an official or conunemorative 

character; 

except exhibitions organized for private purposes in shops or business 

premises with a view to sale of the goods imported. 

Chapter III 

Teaching aids and scientific equipment 

Article 17 

1. The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted for: 

(a) teaching aids; 

(b) spare parts and accessories for such aids; 

(c) tools especially designed for the maintenance, checking, 

calibration or repair of such aids. 
' •. 
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2. 1 Teaching aid 1 means any aid intended for the exclusive purpose of 

teaching or vocational training, and in particular models, 

instruments, apparatus, machines and accessories thereof. 

3. 

The list of goods considered as teaching aids for the purposes of this 

Regulation shall be drawn up and amended in accordance with the 

procedure of the Committee. 

The temporary importation arrangements 

shall be granted provided that the 

accessories or tools: 

referred to in paragraph 

teaching aids, spare parts, 

(a) are imported by approved establishments and are used under the 

supervision and responsibility of such establishments; 

(b) are used for non-commercial purposes; 

(c) are imported in reasonable quanti ties, having regard to their 

intended purpose; 

(d) remain throughout their stay in the customs territory of the 

Community the property of a person who is established outside the 

Community. 

4. The period during which such teaching aids may remain under temporary 

importation arrangements may not exceed six months. 

Article 18 

1. The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted for: 

(a) scientific equipment and accessories; 
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(b) spare parts for such equipment; 

(c) tools specially designed for the maintenance, checking, 

calibration or repair of scientific equipment used in the customs 

territory of the Community exclusively for purposes of scientific 

research or teaching. 

2. 'Scientific equipment' means instruments, apparatus, machines and 

accessories thereof used for the purpose of scientific research or 

teaching. 

3. The temporary importation arrangements referred to in paragraph 1 

shall be granted provided that the scientific equipment, accessories, 

spare parts and tools: 

(a) are imported by approved establishments and are used under the 

supervision and responsibility of such establishments; 

(b) are used for non-commercial purposes; 

(c) are imported in reasonable numbers having regard to their intended 

purpose; 

(d) remain throughout their stay in the customs territory of the 

Community the property of a person who is established outside the 

Community. 

4. The period during which such scientific equipment may remain under 

temporary importation arrangements may not exceed six months. 

~ i" 
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Chapter IV 

Medical, surgical and laboratory equi;pDellt 

Article 19 

1. The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted for medical, surgical and 

laboratory equipment intended for hospitals and other medical 

institutions. 

2. 'I'he temporary importation arrangements referred to in paragraph 

shall be granted provided that the said equipment: 

(a) has been dispatched on an occasional basis, on loan and free of 

charge; 

(b) is intended for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. 

3. The period during which medical, surgical and laboratory equipment may 

remain under temporary importation arrangements may not exceed six 

months. 

1 • 

Chapter V 

Materials for use in countering the effects of disasters 

Article 20 

The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted in the case of materials for use 

in connection with measures taken to counter the effects of disasters 

affecting the customs territory of the Community. 
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2. The temporary importation arrangements referred to in paragraph 

shall be granted provided that such materials: 

- have been imported on loan and free of charge, 

- are intended for State bodies or bodies approved by the competent 

authorities. 

Chapter VI 

Packings 

Article 21 

1. The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted for packings. 

2. 'Packings' means: 

3. 

(a) holders used, or to be used, as external or internal converings 

for goods; 

(b) holders on which goods are, or are to be, rolled, wound or 

attached, 

but excluding packing materials such as straw, paper, glass wool and 

shavings when imported in bulk. 

The temporary importation arrangements referred to in paragraph 

shall be granted provided that: 

(a) if the packings are imported filled, they are declared as being 

for re-exportation empty or filled; 

- i 
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(b) if the packings are imported empty, they are declared as being for 

re-exportation filled. 

Packings admitted under temporary arrangements cannot be used, even as 

an exception, between two points located within the customs territory 

of the Community, except with a view to the export of goods outside 

that territory. In the case of packings imported filled, this ban 

shall apply only from the time that their contents are emptied. 

5. The period during which such packings may remain under temporary 

importation arrangements may not exceed six months where they are 

imported filled or three months where they are imported empty. 

Chapter VII 

other cases of temporary i!lportation on a total relief basis 

Article 22 

The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief from 

import duties shall be granted for: 

(a) moulds, dies, blocks, drawings, sketches and other similar articles 

intended for a person established in the customs terri tory of the 

Community, where at least 75% of the production resulting from their 

use is exported from that territory; 

(b) measuring, checking and testing instruments and other similar articles 

intended for a pers.:>n established in the customs terri tory of the 

Community for use in a manufacturing process, where at least 75% of 

the production resulting from their use is exported from that 

territory; 
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(c) goods of any kind which are to be subjected to tests, experiments or 

demonstrations, including the tests and experiments required for 

type-approval procedures, but excluding any tests, experiments or 

demonstrations constituting a gainful activity; 

(d) goods of any kind to be used to carry out tests, experiments or 

demonstrations, but excluding any tests, experiments or demonstrations 

constituting a gainful activity; 

(e) samples which are representative of the particular category of goods 

and which are intended for demonstration purposes with a view to 

obtaining orders for similar goods; 

(f) special tools and instruments made available free of charge to a 

person established in the customs territory of the Community for use 

in the manufacture of goods which are to be exported in their 

entirety, on condition that such special tools and instruments remain 

the property of the consignee of the said goods. 

Article 23 

1. The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted for: 

(a) second hand goods imported with a view to their sale by auction; 

(b) goods imported under a contract of sale, which are to be subjected 

to satisfactory acceptance tests; 

(c) works of art imported for the purposes of exhibition, with a view 

to possible sale; 
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(d) consignments on approval of made-up articles of fur, precious 

stones, carpets and articles of jewellery provided that their 

particular characteristics prevent their being imported as 

samples. 

2. The period ·during whi.ch the goods referred to in. paragraph "1 ll'IQY rema~n ~, terTp)rary _ -

importation arrangements may not exceed six months in the case of (a), 

(b) and (c) and four weeks in that of (d). 

Article 24 

1. The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted for replacement means of 

production made temporarily available free of charge to the importer 

on the initiative of the supplier of similar means of production to be 

subsequently imported for release into free circulation or for means 

of production re-installed after repair. 

2. The period during which the replacement means of production referred to in paragraph 1 may 

remain under temporary importation arrangements may not exceed six 

months. 

Article 25 

The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief from 

import duties shall be granted for: 

(a) positive cinematograph films, printed and developed, intended for 

projection prior to commercial use; 

(b) films, magnetic tapes and films which are intended to be provided with 

a sound track, dubbed or copied; 
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(c) films demonstrating the nature of products or the operation of foreign 

equipment, provided that they are not intended for public showing for 

charge; 

(d) carrier material for recorded sound and data-processing, including 

punched cards, made available free of charge to a person whether or 

not established in the customs territory of the Community. 

Article 26 

1. The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted in respect of the personal effects 

which travellers are carrying on their person or in their personal 

luggage for the duration of their stay in the customs territory of the 

Community. 

2. 'Personal effects' means any clothing and other new or used articles 

intended for the personal use of the traveller. 

Article 27 

The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief from 

import duties shall be granted for: 

(a) live animals of any species imported for dressage, training or 

breeding purposes or in order to be given veterinary treatment; 

(b) live animals of any species imported for transhumance or grazing 

purposes; 

(c) draught animals and equipment belonging to persons established outside 

but in close proximity· to the customs territory of the Community 

provided that they are imported by such persons for working land 

located inside the customs territory of the Community, involving the 

performance of agricultural work or the unloading or transport of 

timber; 

) 

' 

... 
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(d) tourist publicity material. The list of goods to be considered as 

tourist publicity material shall be drawn up and amended in accordance 

with the procedure of the Committee. 

1 • 

Article 28 

The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief 

from import duties shall be granted for welfare material for 

seafarers. 

2. The following definitions shall apply: 

- 'welfare material' means material intended for cultural, 

educational, recreational, religious or sporting activities by 

seafarers, 

- 'seafarers' means all persons transported on board a vessel and 

responsible for tasks relating to the operation or servicing of the 

vessel at sea. 

3. The list of goods to be considered as welfare material for seafarers 

shall be drawn up and amended in accordance with the procedure of the 

Committee. 

4. The temporary importation arrangements referred to in paragraph 

shall be granted provided that the material is: 

(a) disembarked from a vessel for temporary use on land by the crew 

for a period not exceeding that of the vessel's stay in port; 
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(b) imported for temporary use in cultural or social establishments 

for a period not exceeding six months. 'Cultural or social 

establishments' means hostels, clubs and recreational premises for 

seafarers, managed by either official bodies or religious or other 

non-profit-making organizations, and also places of worship where 

regular services are held for seafarers. 

Article 29 

The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief from 

import duties shall be granted for the various equipment used, under the 

supervision and responsibility of a public authority, for the building, 

repair or maintenance of infrastructuz;e of general importance in border 

zones. 

Article 30 

The benefit of temporary importation arrangements with total relief from 

import duties shall be granted for goods temporarily imported into the 

customs territory of the Community in particular circumstances which have 

no economic effect. 

Title III 

Final provisions 

Article 31 

This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 

publication in the Official Journal of the European oa.munities. 

It shall apply from 1 January 1993: 

Thi~ Reg~lation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
- ·: ...:._:_ - ~-- ;.. 

all Member States. 

Done at For the Council 

• 
• 
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